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ABSTRACT 
 Wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) is a self-pollinating species that is most often bred as a 
recombinant inbred line. When two inbred individuals are crossed, they produce progeny which 
experience heterosis; heterosis is the increased robustness experienced due to the reintroduction 
of heterozygosity. Hybrid wheat may be produced through the use of chemical hybridization 
agents, yet the structure of wheat flowers decreases the efficiency of outcrossing. The objectives 
of this study were to: assess the amount of heterosis experienced by a population of hybrid wheat 
and observe the effect of major gene loci on yield and yield components, phenotype anthers 
extruded using image analysis, and find marker-trait associations for anther extrusion. In 2018, 
22 soft red winter wheat (SRWW) hybrid lines were planted in two replications of a randomized 
complete block design (RCBD) in Arkansas, Georgia, and Louisiana. The 22 hybrids were 
evaluated for yield components and two heterotic indexes: midparent heterosis (MPH) and 
better-parent heterosis (BPH). Significant (p<0.05) MPH and BPH was observed in all locations 
for multiple traits. Significant effects (p<0.05) on yield were detected for Vrn-A1, Vrn-B1, Ppd-
A1, and Ppd-D1 loci allelic combinations. In 2019, 594 SRWW lines were planted in two 
replications of a RCBD in Arkansas and phenotyped using image analysis for area of anthers and 
area per spike. A significant regression (𝑅2 = 0.8007, 𝑝 < 0.0001) was found between the area 
of anthers extruded (AOAE) and the number of anthers extruded (NOAE). Variety was found to 
play a significant role (𝐹0.05,530,583 = 1.36, 𝑝 = 0.0002) in the area per spike (APS) 
experienced. The presence or absence of awns was also found to play a significant role 
(𝐹0.05,1,583 = 1074.67, 𝑝 < 0.0001) in the area per spike experienced. Several significant 
(p<0.0001) marker-trait associations were found for NOAE, AOAE, and APS. This information 
will be used to make selections for male lines in hybrid crossing blocks.  
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OBJECTIVES OF THIS PROJECT 
 The overall goal of this research is to investigate the levels of heterosis in soft red winter 
wheat (SRWW) produced in multiple regions of the southeastern United States and evaluate 
anther extrusion on the Historical Gulf Atlantic Nursery (HGAWN). The data generated from 
this study will be utilized for future studies into hybrid production and heterosis. The main 
objective of this proposal is to evaluate the heterosis experienced by crosses in multiple 
locations, determine which lines are the most productive, and recommend future crosses for the 
hybrid breeding program. The specific objectives are as follows: 
Objective 1: Determine the level of heterosis present in soft red winter wheat lines and 
assess the amount of phenotypic variation due to major gene loci associated with 
phenology. This objective was accomplished by utilizing the data collected from the 
hybrid population of 2018, derived from lines selected by the public wheat breeding 
programs of the southeastern United States. There were three separate locations where 
phenotypic data on yield, agronomic traits, and yield components was taken for each 
year, for each location. Kompetitive allele specific polymerase chain reaction (KASP) 
data for each parental line was generated and marker data was generated by the eastern 
regional genotyping facility in Raleigh, North Carolina; which will be utilized in 
assessing the amount of variation due to major gene loci.   
Objective 2: Characterize SunGrains lines for phenotypic traits which are favorable for 
hybrid wheat production. This objective was accomplished by phenotyping the HGAWN 
population during the 2019 growing year. Lines were phenotyped for area of anthers 
extruded (AOAE) via image analysis in 2019. Utilizing GBS data from previous 
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sequencing, a Genome Wide Association Study (GWAS) was conducted for AOAE via 
an MLM and FarmCPU. 
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CHAPTER 1: LITTERATURE REVIEW 
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Wheat 
 Common wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) is a self-pollinating annual grass that is cultivated 
worldwide for its edible grain. Wheat was first domesticated nearly 10,000 years ago in southeast 
Turkey (Dubcovsky and Dvorak, 2007). The first cultivated species of wheat were diploid 
einkorn wheat (Triticum monococcum) and tetraploid emmer wheat (Triticum turgidum). After 
the initial species of wheat were cultivated, the practice of farming wheat spread east where 
common wheat made its first appearance about 9,000 years ago (Shewry, 2009).  
Along with rice (Oryza sativa) and maize (Zea mays), wheat is one of the most important 
staples in the global diet and is vital to food security. Nearly 600 million tons of wheat is 
harvested annually (Shewry, et al., 2002). According to the United States Department of 
Agriculture (USDA) over 46 million acres of wheat was planted in the United States in 2017. 
Wheat is widely consumed by humans and is used as a source of high calorie feed for livestock.  
Wheat is both an important source of carbohydrates and protein. Despite the relatively low 
concentration of protein in wheat grain, wheat still contributes as much protein for humans as 
livestock and the total soybean crop combined (Shewry, 2009). 
Classification 
 Wheat is classified based on hardness, seed color, and growth habit. There are six types 
of wheat that are commercially grown in the United States: hard red winter wheat (HRWW), soft 
red winter wheat (SRWW), hard red spring wheat (HRSW), hard white winter wheat (HWWW), 
soft white winter wheat (SWWW), and durum wheat (U.S. Wheat Associates, 2013). HRWW is 
a versatile, middle-to-high protein content wheat, and it is used to produce artisan breads, 
noodles, rolls and all-purpose flour (California Wheat Commission, 2018). SRWW is 
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characteristically a weak-gluten class, and is utilized in the production of food items such as 
cookies, pretzels, crackers, pastries, and flat breads (Kansas Wheat, 2018). HRSW is a high 
protein variety, used for hearth breads, hamburger buns, and pizza crusts. 
 SWWW is known for its low protein content. SWWW is used to produce cakes, pastries, 
and noodles with a whiter hue (Kansas Wheat, 2018). HWWW has a medium to high protein 
content and is used in instant noodles, artisan breads, and flat breads (California Wheat 
Commission, 2018). Durum wheat is the hardest of the wheat classes and is used to make pastas 
and some types of Mediterranean breads (California Wheat Commission, 2018). 
Evolutionary Heritage 
 Triticum aestivum is an allohexaploid species whose genome contains 21 pairs of 
chromosomes. These chromosomes are separated into three sub-genomes containing seven pairs 
of chromosomes each. These sub-genomes are termed the A genome, B genome, and D genome 
(Acquaah, 2012). In common wheat, crossover during mitotic division is exclusive between 
homologous chromosome’s sister chromatids in their respective genomes. This strict pairing is 
the result of Ph (pairing homoeologous) genes which enforce the segregation of these genomes, 
resulting in three functionally diploid genomes in one organism (Chen, et al., 1994). Each of 
these genomes represent a hybridization event, which produced the common wheat that is 
cultivated today.  
  The contributor of the A genome was the diploid species Triticum urartu (AA), also 
known as wild red einkorn wheat (Marcussen, et al., 2014). Einkorn wheat underwent a 
hybridization event with an unknown close relative of Ageilops speltoides (BB), which resulted 
in the addition of the B genome and the production of the allotetraploid T. turgidum (AABB), or 
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more commonly referred to as emmer wheat (Marcussen, et al., 2014). Emmer wheat cultivation 
moved from the fertile crescent towards the north of Asia resulting in sympatry with Ageilops 
tauschii (DD), which then led to the integration of the D genome into the T. turgidum genome 
(Dubcovsky and Dvorak, 2007). The hybridization of the A. tauschii genome and the T. turgidum 
genome resulted in the allohexaploid T. aestivum genome.  
 As plants are cultivated, they tend to gain traits which differentiate them from their wild 
ancestors. This phenomenon is referred to as “domestication syndrome” and it is associated with 
a suite of traits that increase the ease of harvesting (Marcussen, et al., 2014). The incorporation 
of domestication traits is due to the artificial selection pressure placed on the cultivated plants as 
they are harvested year after year.  
In common wheat, a vital domestication trait is the formation of non-shattering heads. In 
the progenitor of common wheat, emmer wheat, the non-shattering trait is controlled by the Br 
(brittle rachis) loci on chromosome 3A and 3B (Dubcovsky and Dvorak, 2007). The 
development of a non-shattering rachis allowed for the easy harvest of wheat heads without the 
loss of grain due to shattering prior to or during harvest.  
Another domestication trait paramount to the success of common wheat is the loss of 
tough glumes, which allowed once hulled wheat to become free-threshing (Dubcovsky and 
Dvorak, 2007). The free-threshing phenotype is closely tied to the major gene complex Q, which 
is located on the long arm of the 5A chromosome. The dominant allele of the Q complex is 
responsible for shorter stature, compact spikes, non-brittle rachises, and free-threshing 
phenotypes (Jantasuriyarat, et al., 2004). Another locus termed the Tg, or the tenacious glumes 
locus, on the 2D chromosome is responsible for the threshability of wheat (Jantasuriyarat, et al., 
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2004). These loci contribute to the ease with which grains can be threshed from their glumes and 
are vital to the success of common wheat as a row crop.  
Hybrids 
  A hybrid is a general term which may apply to either an organism that is the result of a 
cross between two different sexually compatible species or the result of a cross between two 
different varieties of the same species (Houghton, 2011). Hybridization in animals often leads to 
sterility of the progeny, but plants (such as T. aestivum) have been shown to undergo 
hybridization events in their evolutionary history (Dubcovsky and Dvorak, 2007). These 
naturally occurring hybrids have multiple genomes which simultaneously coexist as one 
consensus genome and are termed allopolyploids. The sub-genomes of allopolyploids often carry 
homologous genes which are subject to preferential silencing and amplifying in certain tissues of 
the resulting hybrid, leading to subfunctionalization of these genes (Adams, 2007). Thusly, T. 
aestivum is the result of two separate hybridization events. 
 Unlike the conventional mule example of a hybrid in animal breeding, most commercial 
hybrid plant varieties are the result of crossing two genetically distinct varieties of the same 
species, rather than those of different species. The resulting F1 progeny of this cross experience a 
phenomenon called “heterosis” or “hybrid vigor” (Shull, 1908, Shull, 1948). This phenomenon 
promotes the commercial interest of producing hybrid plants.  
 The first utilization of hybrids in agriculture can be traced back as far as the Hopi Native 
American civilization in modern day Arizona, as well as the Quetzaltenango tribes of western 
Guatemala (Goldman, 1999). The deleterious effects of inbreeding depression did not evade 
these early civilizations, and it was noted that if more than one local variety of maize was planted 
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in each mound that the yield would increase significantly (Collins, 1909). This cultural practice 
indicates that there was a clear understanding of the benefits of heterosis for thousands of years 
in the Americas.  
Though inbreeding depression could be identified and rectified by outcrossing to a 
different variety, formalized theories about inbreeding and outbreeding were not solidified until 
the advent of Charles Darwin’s The Origin of Species in 1859. In Darwin’s flagship publication, 
terms like hybridism, interbreeding, and intercrossing were codified and discussed. The ill 
effects of interbreeding were identified by Darwin as well as the benefits of intercrossing, thus 
paving the way for scientific investigation into hybrids (Darwin, 1859).  
In conjunction with Darwin’s theories about inbreeding and outbreeding, Gregor 
Mendel’s investigation into plant hybridization fueled the fire for hybrid production. Mendel’s 
Experiments in Plant Hybridization was published in 1866, after Darwin’s publication. It was in 
this indispensable study that Mendel laid out the law of segregation, independent assortment, and 
dominance; which were posthumously named the Mendelian laws of inheritance (Mendel, 1866). 
The rediscovery of Mendel’s work in the early 20th century set the stage for genetic research and 
the implementation of genetics in plant breeding.  
In the late 19th century, William James Beal became one of the first contributing members 
to the modern heterosis theory by emphasizing pollination control as a fundamental part of maize 
breeding at Michigan Agricultural College (present day Michigan State University) (Goldman, 
1999). During his tenure, Beal mainly stressed the point that limiting self-pollination was key to 
avoid inbreeding depression. Beal’s contemporaries, Eugene Davenport and Perry Holden, 
performed experiments that suggested outcrossing could be beneficial to yield increase. These 
results were then recreated by G. Morrow and F. D. Gardner of the University of Illinois 
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Agricultural Experiment Station and restated in their 1894 manuscript Results from Cross-Bred 
Corn, where the first layout of a hybrid breeding method can be discerned (Goldman, 1999). 
Hybrid breeding methods were not realized or implemented in the United States until the 
1910s when Donald F. Jones designed the double-cross hybrid method for maize (Duvick, 2001). 
This method focused on crossing two sets of parents with desirable traits, generating 
recombinant inbred lines (RILs) from those crosses, and then crossing the RILs to generate F1 
hybrid seed. Maize, however, is a naturally outcrossing plant which relies on wind distribution 
for pollination and has its sex organs on different portions of the plant. This unique physiology 
allowed for the easy emasculation and pollination-control of maize by the removal of the male 
portion of the maize plant (termed tassels) through detasseling.  
It was not until the 1930s that cytoplasmic male sterility (CMS) factors were identified in 
maize by Marcus Rhoades (Rhoades, 1933). It has been found that CMS is caused by a lesion in 
the genome of the mitochondria (Schnable and Wise, 1998). CMS must always be passed by the 
female plant because the female gamete carries all organelles of the resulting zygote (Schnable 
and Wise, 1998). To avoid sterile progeny, the male plant must carry genes, termed restorer 
genes, to restore the viability of the progeny’s pollen. After the realization that viable F1 seed 
could be generated using CMS and restorer genes, detasseling fell out of common practice.  
Around 1950, most maize hybrids were generated using female lines which carried the 
Texas CMS gene (t-cytoplasm) and males which carried the restorer genes Rf1 and Rf2 (Dewey, 
et al., 1987, Schnable and Wise, 1998). Unfortunately, the mutation that conferred CMS to maize 
hybrids caused the mitochondria of the progeny to be susceptible to toxins produced by the 
fungal pathogen Bipolaris maydis (Wise, et al., 1999). This disastrous oversight resulted in a 
massive epidemic of southern corn leaf blight throughout the midwestern United States in the 
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1980s, triggering breeders to revert to the detasseling method for hybrid generation  (Dewey, et 
al., 1987). 
Today, hybrid production is not restricted to just maize. Commercially available hybrid 
rice varieties are common as well as sunflowers (Helianthus annuus), tomato (Solanum 
lycopersicum), and many others (Bai and Lindhout, 2007, Chu, et al., 1972, Fick and Swallers, 
1972). Wheat, being a closed flowering plant with tight glumes and low propensity for 
outcrossing, has many obstacles to overcome to be a commercially viable hybrid product.  
Hybrid Wheat Production 
Just as in maize, CMS and restorer genes have been identified in wheat, which can be 
utilized for hybrid production systems (Kihara, 1951, Schmidt, et al., 1970). However, unlike 
maize, the physiology of wheat plants does not allow for cross-pollination or easy emasculation, 
making it almost impossible for CMS and restorer genes to be used efficiently. All organs 
responsible for pollination and seed production are contained in the florets of wheat spikes. 
Wheat spikes produce one spikelet for each rachis node, and each spikelet produces three to six 
closed florets which are self-pollenated 96 percent of the time (Acevedo, et al., 2002).  
Despite wheat’s pension for self-pollination, hybrid wheat may still be generated using 
other methods to force outcrossing. The most commonly used method for commercial wheat 
hybridization is the use of chemical hybridization agents (CHAs) which cause male sterility 
(Longin, et al., 2012). After male sterility is induced, pollen from male lines that extrude anthers 
is used to fertilize the emasculated female. Nevertheless, due to the increased expense of CHAs 
and the inefficiency of hybrid wheat seed production, less than one percent of the total wheat 
crop is planted to hybrids (Longin, et al., 2012). 
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More recently, genome wide association studies (GWAS) have been utilized to find 
target loci which are associated with higher anther extrusion prior to anthesis, which promotes 
higher rates of outcrossing and is more favorable for hybrid production (Muqaddasi, et al., 2016, 
Muqaddasi, et al., 2017). By introgressing loci which confer higher extrusion rates into elite 
germplasm, a larger pool of male lines may be derived and utilized in hybrid wheat breeding; 
this, in conjunction with CHAs and CMS, could lead to an increased production of hybrid wheat. 
Heterosis 
Darwin first characterized hybrid vigor in his publication The Effects of Cross and Self 
Fertilisation in the Vegetable Kingdom where he noted increased seed production and vigor in 
the outcrossing plants versus the selfing plants (Darwin, 1876). Heterosis, a term coined by H. G. 
Shull in the prior half of the 20th century, is also known as hybrid vigor. Heterosis is defined as 
the increased vigor, rapidity of growth, height, and general robustness of F1 seed that is 
correlated with the degree of difference between the united gametes that form the organism 
(Shull, 1948). Heterosis is the culprit responsible for increased hybrid plant performance. There 
are several theories that have been put forth to describe the resultant phenotype. 
The Dominance hypothesis refers to the precepts of Mendelian inheritance. In this model, 
heterosis is understood as the masking of negative traits via the introgression of positive 
dominant alleles (Li, et al., 2008). Regardless of the presence of recessive deleterious alleles, the 
beneficial dominant alleles mask their expression resulting in a vigorous phenotype (Birchler, et 
al., 2006, East and Jones, 1919). 
  The overdominance hypothesis states that heterosis arises from the production of a novel 
phenotype through the pairing of dominant and recessive alleles (East, 1908, LaFountain, et al., 
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2017). It is hypothesized that the pairing of a recessive allele with a dominant allele could 
generate progeny that outperform the parental lines. In overdominance, the positive trait is not 
only due to the haplosufficiency of the dominant allele (like in the dominance model) but 
because the recessive allele contributes to the superior performance (Birchler, et al., 2006, 
LaFountain, et al., 2017). 
 The epistatic hypothesis centralizes around the idea that the variation in genotypic value 
for a locus may be altered when other loci are absent or present. Physiological epistatic 
interactions occur when there are multiple additive, dominant, or overdominant diallelic loci 
which act on the locus in epistasis to improve or impair the phenotype that the locus is 
responsible for (Goodnight, 1999). Epistasis unifies both dominance and overdominance. 
Epistatic gene interaction explains the complexity of heterotic gene interaction because if 
epistasis is involved in the production of heterosis (like it is thought to be) then there could be 
any three possible interactions for any two participating loci: additive by additive, additive by 
dominant, or dominant by dominant (Fu, et al., 2015). 
 Today, it is now thought that a combination of dominance and additive effects (linked 
together by epistasis) are responsible for heterosis (Fu, et al., 2015, Li, et al., 2008). However, 
the pathways which produce heterosis have yet to be fully elucidated. 
Combining Ability 
 Combining ability is an index for how well an inbred line performs in producing crosses 
which experience high heterosis. General combining ability (GCA) is the average performance 
of a line in a hybrid combination, while specific combining ability (SCA) denotes instances in 
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which certain combinations of lines outperform the expected midparent value (Sprague and 
Tatum, 1942). The general model for a diallelic cross with reciprocal crosses is: 
𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 = 𝜇 + 𝑣𝑖𝑗 + 𝑏𝑘 + (𝑏𝑣)𝑖𝑗𝑘 + 𝑒𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 
Where 𝜇 is the population mean effect, 𝑣𝑖𝑗 is the effect of the i
th genotype in the jth   
repetition, 𝑏𝑘 is the k
th block effect, and 𝑒𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 is the environmental effect for the ijkl
th individual  
(Griffing, 1956). The variety effect can be further separated into specific and general combining 
effect. In a diallelic cross with reciprocal crosses the model is as follows: 
𝑣𝑖𝑗 = 𝑔𝑖 + 𝑔𝑗 + 𝑠𝑖𝑗 + 𝑟𝑖𝑗 
Where 𝑔𝑖 is the general combining ability of the i
th individual and 𝑠𝑖𝑗 is the specific 
combining ability for the cross between the ith and jth parents. The 𝑟𝑖𝑗 is the reciprocal effect, 
which is omitted when a non-reciprocal allelic cross is performed (Griffing, 1956). 
QTL Mapping  
 A quantitative trait is a measurable attribute that has a continuous distribution and is 
produced by multiple genes in synchrony. Unlike qualitative traits, which are attributes that are 
either expressed or absent and often controlled by one gene, quantitative traits are produced by 
complex pathways and are harder to locate in the genome due to their polygenic nature. 
Quantitative traits can be related to areas on genetic maps via statistical analysis of the 
phenotype of the individual versus the genotype; these areas are termed quantitative trait loci 
(QTL). The process for finding QTL is termed QTL mapping (Liu, 1998, Slatkin, 2008). 
 QTL mapping is achieved by utilizing both linkage mapping and quantitative trait 
mapping. Genetic linkage is the close association of genes which are located on the same 
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chromosome (Liu, 1998). Linkage disequilibrium (LD) is the non-Mendelian association of 
alleles at one or more loci (Slatkin, 2008). Genes that are physically close on the same 
chromosome are termed in high LD. Linkage mapping is a method of estimating the approximate 
position of a gene on a chromosome by measuring the recombination rates between loci and 
arranging them based on frequency (Lobo, 2008). 
The first linkage map was constructed by Alfred Sturtevant and published in his paper 
The Linear Arrangement of Six Sex-Linked Factors in Drosophila, as Shown by Their Mode of 
Association (Sturtevant, 1913). Sturtevant had noticed variation in the rate of crossover for 
different factors, and he attributed this phenomenon to the distance between the factors. With this 
hypothesis in mind, Sturtevant used the frequency of recombination to infer the position of the 
traits for body color, eye color, eye shape, and wing shape to the sex chromosomes of 
Drosophila melanogaster (Sturtevant, 1913). 
The major concepts of quantitative genetics came about in the 1920s through the work of 
Fisher, Haldane, and Wright (Falconer, 1960). E. A. Fisher, being the earliest contributor among 
them, also conceived the analysis of variance (ANOVA) test, which allowed for the analysis of 
multiple quantitative traits on a population level (Fisher, 1936). The ANOVA test allowed plant 
breeders to analyze quantitative traits, like yield, and make more scientifically informed 
selections. However, due to the polygenic nature of quantitative traits, QTL analysis was not 
possible until the conception of molecular genetic methods.  
 For the first half of the 20th century, the material responsible for genetic inheritance was 
a point of hot debate. Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) was not confirmed as the genetic storage 
macromolecule until the 1950s when Hershey and Chase demonstrated DNA’s importance in the 
reproduction and propagation of bacteriophage (Hershey and Chase, 1952). Directly after 
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Hershey and Chase’s confirmation of DNA as the genetic material, Watson and Crick (with the 
use of Rosalind Franklin’s DNA x-ray diffraction image) discerned the structure of DNA 
(Watson and Crick, 1953).   
In the 1970s, polymerase chain reaction (PCR), the process by which DNA may be 
artificially amplified for study, became widely utilized. In 1975, the term QTL was coined by 
Geldermann (Geldermann, 1975). It was around this time that Fredrick Sanger produced the first 
method for DNA sequencing via Sanger sequencing, which eventually led to the conception of 
genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) (Kunst, et al., 1997, Sanger, et al., 1977). By the 1980s, 
advances in technology gave researchers the ability to detect molecular markers.  
Molecular markers are sequences of DNA which are associated with traits of interest. 
Molecular markers can be a number of repeated sequences at a particular locus, segmental 
insertions or deletions, or single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) (Mammadov, et al., 2012). 
Molecular markers rely on LD to associate with their trait of interest. Using these markers, QTL 
analysis became possible.  
Today, biparental mapping populations, genetic maps and molecular markers allow for 
the analysis of QTL. QTL analysis can also be used for identifying loci which contribute to 
heterosis. For instance, QTL analysis for biomass heterosis in Arabidopsis thaliana has been 
performed utilizing SNP markers in a biparental mapping population (Meyer, et al., 2010). 
Another example of QTL analysis can be seen in a study focusing in yield heterosis QTL using 
simple sequence repeats (SSR) and amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP) in Brassica 
napus (Radoev, et al., 2008). 
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Genome Wide Association Studies 
 After the development of next generation sequencing and multiplexing technology in the 
2000’s, genome sequencing data became accessible to researchers. In response, the genome wide 
association study (GWAS) was conceived.  GWAS are a way of locating SNPs which are related 
to a trait of interest when bi-parental populations cannot be generated. The GWAS relies on GBS 
data, LD shared between SNPs, and traits of interest to relate a phenotype to a region of the 
genome in reference to a consensus genome (Visscher, et al., 2017). The SNPs that are identified 
by GWAS can be used as molecular markers to be applied in genomic prediction models as well 
as marker assisted selection (Hamblin, et al., 2011). Unlike QTL mapping, which relies on the 
segregation found in bi-parental mapping populations, GWAS can be performed on large 
populations of unrelated individuals (Visscher, et al., 2017).  
 Several research projects have utilized GWAS in the pursuit of major QTL affecting 
heterosis. One large study in O. sativa utilized a panel of 1,495 elite hybrid rice varieties and 
their parental lines to conduct a GWAS for 38 agronomic traits; 130 loci associated with these 
traits were identified (Huang, et al., 2015). GWAS has also been utilized by researchers in Z. 
mays to identify the genetic basis of heterosis and determine the percentage of additive and 
dominant affects producing heterotic gains (Yang, et al., 2014). GWAS opens the field for 
further investigation into the causes of heterosis and the regions of DNA which contribute to 
heterotic gain. 
Genomic Selection in Hybrid Wheat 
 Marker-assisted selection (MAS) is the utilization of validated molecular markers which 
are associated with traits of interest through LD to make selections. MAS can allow for the early 
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selection of single lines solely through genotyping (Collard and Mackill, 2008). Essentially, 
genomic selection (GS) is an extension of MAS where all available molecular markers, both 
significant and insignificant, are taken into consideration and utilized in a statistical model to 
predict individual line performance. In GS, lines are grouped into a “training population” and are 
genotyped and phenotyped. The values from these training populations are then used to estimate 
the effect of markers and “train” the prediction model. The trained model can then be used in 
combination with genotypic data to assign genomic estimated breeding values (GEBV) to 
untested populations. GEBVs can be used to assist in selection, where in the determining factor 
for prediction accuracy is the relatedness of the training population to the untested population 
(Zhao, et al., 2015). 
 GS promises to be a vital tool for cross selection in autogamous crops that lack heterotic 
groups – such as wheat. Heterotic groups are defined as a group of related or unrelated lines from 
either same or different populations which display similar combining abilities and heterotic 
response when crossed with other genetically distinct germplasm groups (Melchinger and 
Gumber, 1998). In allogamous breeding systems, inbred lines are separated into heterotic groups, 
which are mainly based on GCA. In wheat, it seems modeling GS based on GCA in conjunction 
with SCA is more accurate (Gowda, et al., 2010, Longin, et al., 2013). GS can be implemented in 
hybrid breeding to assist in the formation of heterotic groups and the prediction of crosses. 
Current Hybrid Wheat Research 
 Hybrid wheat research is still in its infancy. Early research of hybrid wheat was limited 
due to the cost of generating large populations for study and the low magnitude of heterosis in 
autogamous crops (Longin, et al., 2013). Recently, there have been large public breeding 
programs established for hybrid wheat in Europe, Mexico, and Australia; prompting new interest 
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in researching hybrid vigor in wheat and how to make hybrids commercially competitive with 
purelines (Longin, et al., 2013). Going forward, the major objectives for hybrid wheat research 
are the development of female and male characteristics, establishing heterotic groups, and 
understanding the basis of heterotic gains in wheat.  
To achieve efficient hybrid seed production, the wheat flower must essentially be 
redesigned. Wheat flowers usually shed their pollen before or just after the flower opens and 
have low propensity for extrusion; stiff glumes, lemmas, and paleas prevent wheat from open 
flowering (Langer, et al., 2014). It has therefore become vital to find QTL related to extrusion 
and open flowering for easier hybrid production. In a study conducted by Boeven et al. (2016) of 
209 winter wheat lines, a GWAS was conducted for pollen mass and anther extrusion; between 
five and eight small to medium effect QTL were identified, which could be used in MAS for 
male traits  (Boeven, et al., 2016). Efforts by the National Institute of Food and Agriculture 
(NIFA) and the International Wheat Yield Partnership (IWYP) to introgress genes controlling 
anther extrusion in rye (Secale cereal) into wheat to improve male line viability are also 
underway (P. S. Baenziger, 2018). 
Unlike allogamous crops, autogamous crops (like wheat) have an added layer of 
confusion due to flowering traits. Zhoa et al. in 2015 found that genomic prediction allowed for 
the separation of lines into separate heterotic pools based on combining abilities and grain yield. 
Using simulated annealing algorithms, heterotic patterns were defined and midparent heterosis 
(MPH) values of up to 21 percent or higher were observed (Zhao, et al., 2015).   
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ABSTRACT 
Wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) is a vital staple in the global diet. As the world population 
increases, so too will the demand for food. Wheat is mainly sold as an inbred crop, which has led 
to unsatisfactory yield gains. Plant breeders must collaborate to produce novel ways of 
increasing the grain yield potential of wheat, and producing hybrids is one such way. Crossing 
two inbred lines can result in progeny that significantly outperform their parents; this 
phenomenon is known as heterosis. Nine soft red winter wheat parental lines adapted to the 
southeastern United States were chemically emasculated and crossed to create 22 F1 hybrid lines. 
F1 seed was planted in a randomized complete block design in Georgia, Louisiana, and Arkansas 
and phenotyped for grain yield, agronomic traits, and yield components. Marker assisted 
selection data was generated by Kompetitive allele specific polymerase chain reaction for the 
nine parents; from this data set, the genotypes of the 22 resulting hybrids were imputed. In 
combined locational analyses, hybrids did not significantly outperform recombinant inbred line 
counterparts in total grain yield or any component. Hybrid lines experienced significant 
midparent and better-parent heterosis for grain yield and yield components (p<0.05). Significant 
effects were detected for Vrn-A1, Vrn-B1, Ppd-A1, and Ppd-D1 loci allelic combination for grain 
yield and yield components (p<0.05). This information will be used in the further selection of 
parental lines for hybrid development. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 Hybrid production has impacted the yield and profits of maize (Zea mays L.) seed 
producers and farmers since its adoption in the early twentieth century. Unlike inbred lines or 
open pollenated populations, hybrids are the product of a cross between two inbred parents. The 
combining of two inbred parents results in progeny that outperform either parent in vigor, 
robustness, and rapidity of growth; this is known as hybrid vigor or heterosis (Shull, 1948). 
Heterosis is thought to be responsible for at least 15 percent of the yield increase experienced by 
hybrids, and this, in tandem with better inbred parents and optimized agronomic practices, has 
led to a positive linear trend in hybrid performance for crops such as corn and rice (Duvick, 
2001).  
 Heterosis has also been linked to higher resistance to infectious diseases (Duvick, 1999, 
Lim and White, 1978). One such yield-limiting disease in wheat is stripe rust (Puccinia 
striiformis). Stripe rust is a disease important to most wheat growing regions in the world and is 
responsible for 0.1 to 5 percent of crop loss - in some rare cases from 5 to 25 percent (Wellings, 
2011). Without the enforcement and enhancement of disease resistance to stripe rust and other 
yield limiting diseases in the cereals through the use of novel techniques, the likelihood of 
meeting global food demands seems less than optimistic.  
 The world population is projected to reach 9.6 billion people in the year 2050 (Gerland, 
et al., 2014). More importantly, the current yield trends for wheat do not show a strong enough 
upward projection and are not on track to meet the global demand by 2050 (Ray, et al., 2013). In 
the face of near stagnant yield gains in autogamous crops, the likelihood of surmounting these 
deficiencies without the exploitation of heterosis is questionable (Boeven, et al., 2016).  
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Common bread wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) experiences outcrossing around four 
percent of the time (Acevedo, et al., 2002). Hybrid progeny may be achieved with the hand 
emasculation and pollination of wheat heads, yet with the advent of chemical hybridization 
agents (CHAs) hybrid wheat can now be produced in large enough quantities to be effectively 
studied (Cisar and Cooper, 2002). Genetic distance has been found to play a significant role in 
heterosis in hybrid wheat lines, yet selecting parental lines that are distant does not produce 
heterosis high enough to justify the movement from inbred lines to hybrids (Dreisigacker, et al., 
2005). This may be due to the lack of reciprocal recurrent selection performed to produce 
heterotic groups in wheat (Boeven, et al., 2016). 
For the majority of the twentieth century, the genetic basis of heterosis was vastly 
unknown; however, it is now understood that dominant, overdominant, and epistatic gene 
interactions all contribute to heterosis (Lamkey and Edwards, 1999, Lippman and Zamir, 2007). 
Dominance is the suppression of deleterious recessive alleles as they are paired with dominant 
alleles. Overdominance is the production of a desirable phenotype when recessive and dominant 
alleles are paired at a single locus. Epistasis is the interaction of genes in the same pathway in 
either an additive or dominant sense. Since wheat is bred and sold as an inbred crop, dominance 
effects have not been selected for because they are nonheritable in the following generation of 
progeny; instead wheat breeding has centralized around the identification of additive loci which 
may lie in epistasis with other additive loci. 
There are many additive loci that have varying roles in the physiology of wheat and are 
significantly associated with grain yield and stripe rust resistance. The synchronization of 
photoperiod and vernalization loci is vital to the optimization of wheat yields (Addison, et al., 
2016). Photoperiodism is the response to change in day length and vernalization is the cold 
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period required before entering into the reproductive stages. Different allelic forms of Ppd-A1, 
Ppd-D1, Vrn-A1 and Vrn-B1 loci have been estimated to be responsible for up to 7.1, 6.3, 8.9, 
and 11.3 percent of grain yield variation in soft red winter wheat populations, respectively 
(Addison, et al., 2016). The Yr17-Lr37-Sr38 and Sr24-Lr24 complexes have been shown to be 
effective in reducing stripe rust severity for certain strains (Helguera, et al., 2003, Mago, et al., 
2005). 
The objective of this study is to identify the levels of midparent (MPH) and better-parent 
(BPH) heterosis experienced by hybrid wheat lines and assess how hybrids performed in 
comparison to RILs in regard to grain yield, yield components, and stripe rust severity. Marker 
assisted selection (MAS) data for photoperiod, vernalization, and stripe rust resistance loci will 
be assessed for their effect on grain yield, yield components, and stripe rust severity. The 
information from this research will be used to inform the selections of hybrid parental lines for 
further hybrid wheat research.  
MATERIALS & METHODS 
Plant Materials 
 A population of 22 F1 hybrids was generated from nine parental lines for 2018 and 
planted in a randomized complete block design (RCBD) with two replications in Marianna, 
Arkansas; Plains, Georgia; Winnsboro, Louisiana; and Fayetteville, Arkansas. Of the parental 
lines selected for the 2018 study: two were derived from University of Arkansas germplasm, one 
from Texas, two from Louisiana, one from Virginia, and three from Georgia (Appendix A).  
All hybrids were produced through crossing via CHAs at Texas A&M University. For 
2018 in Arkansas, plots were planted 1.5 meters by 1.2 meters with 0.6-meter gaps between each 
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plot. Sixty-seven kilograms per hectare of urea was applied in late February followed by an 
application of nitrogen at 33 kilograms per hectare in late March. Tilt® at 0.3 kilograms per 
hectare and Axial® with Grizzly® were applied at 0.14 kilograms per hectare in late January to 
control for aphids and ryegrass; a follow-up application of Axial® at 0.6 kilograms per hectare 
was subsequently applied in early March. All other locations were managed to optimize yields 
and recommendations varied by region; planting and harvest dates were selected based on yield 
optimizing conditions. 
Hybrids planted in Fayetteville were inoculated with stripe rust spores to induce an 
epiphytotic. Stock stripe rust inoculum was collected from seedlings grown under a 14-hour 
photoperiod with a 12° C day and an 8° C night while in uncontrolled humidity; seedlings were 
inoculated with a 1:10 mixture of talcum powder and uridiniospores of the Pst isolate AR 16-02. 
After at least two life cycles, all inoculum collected was dried in a desiccator for a 12 to 48-hour 
period. Dried spores were stored at -80° C until field inoculation occurred. The hybrid population 
was sprayed six times between the tillering stage and the stem extension stage with a fine mist 
containing 0.9 g to 4.0 g of uridiniospores. Uridiniospores were applied at a concentration 1:100 
spore to talcum powder using a Hudson back-pack blower. The Fayetteville field was surrounded 
by a stripe rust susceptible check (CG514W) which provided a consistent source of spore 
inoculum post infection.  
Phenotyping  
 Data for heading date was recorded in Julian days (days from January 1st) when 50 
percent of the seed-bearing heads had extended out from the flag leaf for Fayetteville. Heading 
notes were recorded every day from the beginning of heading until all lines in the hybrid 
population had headed out. Ratings for stripe rust severity were taken by visually estimating the 
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percent of the plot effected from zero to 100; this was done three times during the 2018 field 
season and used to calculate area under the disease pressure curve (AUDPC) (Madden, et al., 
2007).  
 Grain yield (GY) was estimated for each line by weighing seed obtained from plots and 
dividing by plot size while adjusting to 13 percent moisture. A set number of heads were 
collected for each location, excluding Fayetteville, and used for estimates of yield components. 
Thousand kernel weight (TKW) was calculated by taking the total seed count, dividing by the 
total weight, and multiplying the product by 1,000. Kernels per spike (KSP) was calculated by 
taking the total seed count and dividing by the number of heads collected. Kernels per meter 
squared (KNO) was calculated by taking the total yield in grams per meter squared, dividing by 
the TKW, and then multiplying the product by 1,000. Spikes per meter squared (SPM) was 
calculated by taking the set number of spikes, dividing the weight of the sample to get the spike 
weight (SW), and then taking the GY and dividing by the SW. 
 Two types of heterotic indexes were determined for GY, TKW, KSP, KNO, SPM, and 
SW. Midparent heterosis (MPH) is determined by taking the average of the two parental values, 
subtracting that average from the progeny value, and then dividing the product by the progeny 
value to attain an estimate of heterotic gain or loss. Better-parent heterosis (BPH) is determined 
by taking the highest value between the parents, subtracting that from the progeny value, and 
dividing by the progeny value. 
Statistics & Software 
 Several mixed effects linear models were used to test hybrids against RILs and determine 
the amount of variation in phenotype due to the allelic combination of major QTL; the “hybrid 
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versus RIL” effect will be referred to as “cultivar type” in all following analyses and the effect of 
“allelic combination” will be referred to as allelic combination. Regressions were performed to 
determine percent variation in grain yield and yield components due to genetic distance. All 
statistical models were run using SAS 9.4® via the PROC MIXED and PROC REG procedures. 
A mixed linear model was used to assess line performance across the Marianna, Plains, 
and Winnsboro locations. All aforementioned locations were comprised of two replications in 
RCBD.  The model used is as follows: 
𝑦𝑖𝑗 = 𝜇 + 𝛼𝑖(𝑗) + 𝜏𝑗 + 𝛽𝑘 + 𝛾𝑗𝑘 + 𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 
 Where 𝑦𝑖𝑗 stands for the response variable, 𝜇 stands for the population mean, 𝛼𝑖(𝑗)is the 
line nested within cultivar type, 𝜏𝑗 is the cultivar type, 𝛽𝑘 is the location, 𝛾𝑗𝑘 is the location by 
cultivar type interaction, and 𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 is the residual error. Location and location by cultivar type 
interaction were omitted for single location analysis. 
A mixed linear model was used to assess MPH and BPH for hybrids in the Marianna, 
Plains, and Winnsboro locations.  The model used is as follows: 
𝑦𝑖𝑗 = 𝜇 + 𝛼𝑖 + 𝛽𝑗 + +𝜏𝑖𝑗 + 𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑘 
 Where 𝑦𝑖𝑗 stands for the heterotic index of a yield trait, 𝜇 stands for the population mean, 
𝛼𝑖 stands for the hybrid line, 𝛽𝑗 is the location, 𝜏𝑖𝑗 is the hybrid line by location interaction, and 
𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑘 is the residual error. 
A mixed linear model was utilized to perform a single marker analysis to examine the 
effect of the photoperiod loci Ppd-A1 and Ppd-D1 on yield, yield components, MPH indexes, 
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and BPH indexes in the homozygous sensitive, heterozygous, and homozygous insensitive 
combinations. The model used for analysis is as follows: 
𝑦𝑖𝑗 = 𝜇 + 𝛼𝑖(𝑗) + 𝜏𝑗 + 𝛽𝑘 + 𝛾𝑗𝑘 + 𝛿𝑙(𝑘) + 𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 
 Where 𝑦𝑖𝑗 stands for yield, yield components, MPH index, or BPH index; 𝜇 stands for the 
population mean; 𝛼𝑖(𝑗)is the line nested within the allelic combination; 𝜏𝑗 is the allelic 
combination; 𝛽𝑘 is the location; 𝛾𝑗𝑘 is the location by allelic combination interaction; 𝛿𝑙(𝑘) is the 
replication nested within the location; and 𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 is the residual error. In this model: 𝛼𝑖(𝑗), 𝜏𝑗, 𝛽𝑘, 
and 𝛾𝑗𝑘 will be treated as fixed effects while 𝛿𝑙(𝑘) will be treated as a random effect. Least 
significant means were derived and subjected to a Fisher’s protected least significant difference 
test to discern significance groups.   
For stripe rust severity (measured in Fayetteville), a mixed linear model was employed to 
identify the performance of hybrids versus the RIL parents. The Fayetteville location consisted 
of two replications of the hybrid population in RCBD. The model used to estimate variance 
parameters is as follows: 
𝑦𝑖𝑗 = 𝜇 + 𝜏𝑖 + 𝛽𝑗 + 𝜀𝑖𝑗 
Where 𝑦𝑖𝑗 is the AUDPC score for stripe rust, 𝜏𝑖 is the cultivar type of the line, 𝛽𝑗 is the 
replication, and 𝜀𝑖𝑗 is the residual error.  
Hybrid stripe rust marker calls were imputed from RIL parents, and single marker 
analysis was conducted using a mixed linear model. The model used for single marker analysis is 
as follows: 
𝑦𝑖𝑗 = 𝜇 + 𝜏𝑖 + 𝛽𝑗 + 𝜀𝑖𝑗  
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 Where 𝑦𝑖𝑗is the AUDPC for stripe rust severity, 𝜏𝑖 is the allelic variation of the line 
(homozygous resistant, heterozygous, or homozygous susceptible), 𝛽𝑗 is the replication, and 𝜀𝑖𝑗 
is the residual error.  
Genotyping 
Tissue samples were collected from all parental lines and stored in 1.5 mL tubes. DNA 
was extracted from each line using the cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) method. DNA 
concentrations were measured using a spectrophotometer and concentrations were standardized 
to 20 𝑛𝑔𝜇𝑙−1 and plated to 96 well plates. All plates were stored at 4°C until PCR was 
conducted. Isolated parental DNA was screened by the Raleigh, North Carolina USDA Small 
Grains Genotyping Laboratory with molecular markers for photoperiod, reduced height, and 
vernalization loci as well as disease resistance QTL using KASP® (Kompetitive Allele Specific 
PCR). 
 All parental RILs were genotyped through GBS by the USDA Eastern Regional Small 
Grains Genotyping Lab in Raleigh, North Carolina to assess genetic distance. DNA was 
extracted via Mag-Bind® Plus kits from Omega Bio-tek by following the instructions provided 
by the manufacturer. DNA was quantified using Quant-iTTM PicoGreen® dsDNA Assay Kits and 
standardized to 20 𝑛𝑔𝜇𝐿−1 concentrations. GBS libraries were prepared using the Pst1-Msp1 or 
the Pst1-Mse1 restriction enzymes. Adapters were ligated to each specific line and multiplexed at 
192-plex to create libraries and each was sequenced on a lane of an Illumina Hi-Seq 2500 
sequencer. Detected single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were aligned using the trait 
analysis by association, evolution, and linkage (TASSEL) GBS v2 pipeline via a 64 base kmer 
length with a minimum kmer count of 5 (Bradbury, et al., 2007). Genetic distance of parents was 
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calculated using the distance matrix function in TASSEL v5.2 and was reported as a function of 
the percent homology of SNPs shared between lines.  
RESULTS 
Yield and Yield Components 
 In a combined analysis of Marianna, Winnsboro, and Plains locations, hybrids did not 
significantly outperform RIL parents for total grain yield or any of the measured yield 
components. Both line and location were significant for GY, TKW, KSP, SW, KNO, and SPM 
(p<0.05). Location was not found to significantly interact with cultivar type (Table 1). 
 For Marianna alone, cultivar type played a significant role in GY (p<0.05); hybrids were 
found to significantly out-yield RIL parents (𝑡30 = 3.22, 𝑝 = 0.0031). The line effect was 
significant for GY, KNO, and SPM (p<0.05); but not for TKW, KSP, or SW (Table 2).  
For Winnsboro alone, cultivar type was insignificant for GY, SW, and SPM; but 
significant for TKW, KSP, and KNO (p<0.05). Hybrids significantly outperformed RIL parents 
in TKW (𝑡30 = 3.59, 𝑝 = 0.0012). RILs significantly outperformed hybrids in KNO (𝑡30 =
−2.32, 𝑝 = 0.0273). RILs significantly outperformed hybrids in KSP (𝑡30 = −4.54, 𝑝 <
0.0001). The line effect was found significant for GY, TKW, KSP, SW, and KNO(p<0.05) 
(Table 3). 
For Plains alone, cultivar type was insignificant for GY, KSP, SW, KNO, SPM; but 
significant for TKW (p<0.05). Hybrids significantly outperformed RILs in TKW (𝑡30 =
2.48, 𝑝 = 0.0190). The line effect was found significant for GY, KSP, and KNO (p<0.05) 
(Table 4). 
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Midparent Heterosis, Better-Parent Heterosis, and Genetic Distance  
 For the combined analysis of Marianna, Winnsboro, and Plains; there was a significant 
interaction between the hybrid line and location for GY, KSP, SW, KNO, and SPM in regard to 
MPH experienced (Table 5). For single location analysis, Marianna had a significant line effect 
on MPH for GY, KNO, and SPM. There was significant hybrid line effect for GY, TKW, KSP, 
SW, and KNO in Winnsboro. Significant MPH was observed for KSP and SW for Plains (Table 
6). Least significant means were calculated for the aforementioned traits and locations, and 
positive and negative heterosis was observed (Figure 1.A, 1.B, 1.C). 
A combined analysis of Marianna, Winnsboro, and Plains found significant line by 
location interaction for GY, KSP, SW, KNO, and SPM in regard to BPH (p<0.05) (Table 7). 
Significant line effect was observed for BPH in Marianna for GY, KNO, and SPM; Winnsboro 
for GY and KSP; and SW and KNO in Plains (p<0.05) (Table 8). Least significant means were 
calculated for the aforementioned traits and locations; positive and negative heterosis was 
observed (Figure 1.D, 1.E, 1.F). 
A regression of genetic distance against MPH and BPH indexes for every trait was 
conducted for all locations combined and separate. A significant positive correlation (r=0.1977, 
p=0.0304) was found between genetic distance and MPH of TKW that explained around four 
percent of the variation in heterosis observed (𝑅2 = 0.0391) for all locations combined. 
Significant regressions were also observed between genetic distance and MPH of GY, MPH of 
SPM, BPH of GY, BPH of KNO, and BPH of SPM in Marianna (Table 9). For Winnsboro, 
significant regressions between genetic distance and MPH of TKW, MPH of KPS, MPH of 
KNO, BPH of TKW, and BPH of SPM were observed (Table 10). Significant regressions were 
also found between genetic distance and MPH of GY and MPH of KNO in Plains (Table 11). 
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Photoperiod Loci and Their Effect on Grain Yield, Yield Components, and Heterosis 
  In a combined analysis of Marianna, Winnsboro, and Plains for Ppd-A1, the line was 
found significant for GY, TKW, KPS, KNO, and SPM (p<0.01); of these traits, the location was 
found significant for GY, GSP, KNO, SPM (p<0.05). The allelic combination of Ppd-A1 was 
significant for GY, TKW, KSP, KNO and SPM (p<0.05). A significant Ppd-A1 effect by 
location effect was observed for GY and KNO (p<0.05). It was observed that lines that were 
homozygous for the photoperiod insensitive form of the Ppd-A1 locus outperformed those in the 
heterozygous (𝑡144 = 2.61, 𝑝 = 0.0101) form or homozygous sensitive (𝑡144 = 4.8, 𝑝 <
0.0001) in TKW (Figure 2.A). Lines that were fixed for the sensitive form of the Ppd-A1 locus 
did not significantly outperformed lines in the heterozygous (𝑡142 = −1.94, 𝑝 = 0.0545) and 
significantly outperformed lines fixed for the insensitive form in KSP (𝑡142 = −2.66, 𝑝 =
0.0088) (Figure 2.B). Lines that were fixed for the sensitive form of the Ppd-A1 locus did not 
significantly outperform lines in the heterozygous state (𝑡141 = 0.08, 𝑝 = 0.937) in SPM; both 
lines in the homozygous sensitive state (𝑡141 = 2.31, 𝑝 = 0.0223) and the heterozygous state 
(𝑡141 = −2.36, 𝑝 = 0.0199) outperformed lines in the insensitive state in SPM (Figure 2.C). 
In the Ppd-D1 combined location analysis, line was found to play a significant role for 
GY, TKW, KSP, and KNO (p<0.0001). Location was significant for GY, TKW, and KNO 
(p<0.05). The Ppd-D1 locus allelic combination was found to be significant for GY, TKW, KSP, 
and KNO (p<0.05); a significant interaction between the location and the allelic combination of 
Ppd-D1 was found for GY and KNO (p<0.05). Lines in the homozygous state for the sensitive 
form of the Ppd-D1 locus were found to significantly outperform lines in the heterozygous 
(𝑡144 = −2.61, 𝑝 = 0.0101) and homozygous insensitive (𝑡144 = −4.8, 𝑝 < 0.0001) state in 
TKW (Figure 3.A). Lines that were in the homozygous state for the insensitive form of the Ppd-
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D1 locus did not significantly outperform those in the heterozygous state and outperformed those 
in the homozygous state for the sensitive form (𝑡142 = 2.66, 𝑝 = 0.0088) in regard to KSP 
(Figure 3.B). 
 For MPH in relation to Ppd-A1: line was found significant for MPH of TKW (p<0.05), 
Location played a significant role in MPH experienced for TKW (p<0.05), and Ppd-A1 allelic 
combination played a significant role in MPH experienced for TKW (p<0.05). There was no 
significant location by Ppd-A1 interaction for MPH of TKW. No significant separation between 
means of allelic combination was observed for MPH of TKW (p>0.05). There were no BPH 
yield or yield trait indexes that were significant for line effect and Ppd-D1 combination effect 
simultaneously while showing no location by Ppd-D1 allelic combination interaction. 
Vernalization Loci and Their Effects on Grain Yield, Yield Components, and Heterosis  
 Single marker analysis was conducted to assess the effect of the Vrn-A1 and Vrn-B1 loci 
in the homozygous long vernalization, heterozygous, and homozygous short vernalization 
combinations on grain yield, yield components, and heterotic indexes.  
 In a combined analysis of all locations for the Vrn-A1 locus effect on yield and yield 
traits: significant line effect was observed for GY, TKW, KSP, and KNO (p<0.01). Location was 
found to be significant for GY, KSP, and KNO (p<0.05). The allelic combination of the Vrn-A1 
locus was found to be significant for GY, TKW, KSP, and KNO (p<0.05); all aforementioned 
traits had no significant interaction between the Vrn-A1 locus and location except for KSP which 
was found to have a significant interaction (p<0.05). Lines that were homozygous for the long 
vernalization form of the Vrn-A1 locus were found to significantly outperform line in the 
heterozygous (𝑡145 = 2.91, 𝑝 = 0.0040) and homozygous short vernalization (𝑡145 = 4.35, 𝑝 <
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0.0001) condition in GY (Figure 4.A). Lines containing two copies of the short vernalization 
locus were found to significantly outperform those in the heterozygous (𝑡143 = −2.27, 𝑝 =
0.025) and homozygous long vernalization (𝑡143 = −2.63, 𝑝 = 0.009) state in TKW (Figure 
4.B). Homozygous long vernalization lines significantly outperformed heterozygous (𝑡142 =
3.03, 𝑝 = 0.0030) and homozygous short vernalization lines (𝑡142 = −3.04, 𝑝 < 0.0001) in 
KNO (Figure 4.C). 
 Regarding the Vrn-B1 locus effects on grain yield and yield components, significant line 
effect was found for KSP, SW, and SPM (p<0.05). Location as well as allelic combination of the 
Vrn-B1 locus was found to be significant for KSP, SW, and SPM (p<0.05). No significant 
location by allelic combination interaction was detected for any trait previously mentioned. 
Homozygous short vernalization lines significantly outperformed homozygous long vernalization 
(𝑡142 = −3.04, 𝑝 = 0.0030) lines in KSP but did not significantly outperform lines in the 
heterozygous state (Figure 5.A). For SW, heterozygous lines outperformed long vernalization 
(𝑡142 = −3.04, 𝑝 = 0.0030) lines but did not outperform short vernalization lines (Figure 5.B). 
Lines that were in the homozygous state for long vernalization form of the Vrn-B1 locus 
significantly outperformed those in the heterozygous (𝑡141 = 2.82, 𝑝 = 0.0060) and 
homozygous short vernalization (𝑡141 = 2.52, 𝑝 = 0.0130) state in SPM (Figure 5.C). 
 No significant relationships were found for MPH indexes in relation to Vrn-A1 allelic 
combination. For BPH indexes, line and Vrn-A1 allelic combination were found significant for 
BPH of KNO (p<0.05); location was insignificant for KNO. Lines that were homozygous for the 
long vernalization forms of the Vrn-A1 gene experienced significantly less negative heterosis 
than those in the heterozygous or homozygous long vernalization state (p<0.05).  No significant 
effect was found for MPH or BPH indexes for Vrn-B1 allelic combinations. 
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Stripe Rust Resistance Markers and Their Effect on Stripe Rust Resistance  
Hybrid lines were significantly more resistant than RIL parents (𝐹1,59 = 4.70, 𝑝 =
0.0341). Hybrid stripe rust marker calls were imputed from RIL parents, and single marker 
analysis was conducted using a mixed linear model. No significant difference in resistance was 
detected for Yr17-Lr37-Sr38 based on allelic combination (𝐹2,58 = 1.58, 𝑝 = 0.2146). Allelic 
combination of Sr24-Lr24 was found to play a significant role in stripe rust severity (𝐹2,58 =
34.97, 𝑝 < 0.0001). Least significant means for allelic combination were calculated and 
compared using a Fisher’s protected least significant difference test. Lines that were in the 
heterozygous state and homozygous resistant state for Sr24-Lr24 were shown to significantly 
outperform those in the homozygous susceptible state. However, lines in the homozygous 
resistant state did not significantly outperform those in the heterozygous stage (𝑡58 = 1.32, 
p=0.1913). 
DISCUSSION 
 The investigation of heterosis in hybrid wheat is crucial to understanding the underlying 
mechanisms and how it may be used to its full potential. Without baseline studies to identify 
parental combinations which experience high heterosis, the yield gap will not be closed, and 
hybrid wheat will not become a viable product. In this study it was hypothesized that hybrid 
wheat experiences significant MPH and BPH while outperforming their RIL parents in grain 
yield, yield components, and stripe rust resistance.  
Hybrids Performance 
 In the combined locational analysis for Marianna, Winnsboro, and Plains, it was found 
that hybrids, as a whole, did not significantly outperform RIL parents in any yield category. 
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Simultaneously, significant negative and positive heterosis was observed for lines in each 
location. Heterosis varied by location, and lines that experienced significant heterosis varied by 
location as well. Hybrids may not have outperformed their RIL counterparts due to negative 
heterosis experienced by lines in each location and their maladaptation to a broad set of 
environments. 
 On a locational basis, GY heterosis was higher than 20 percent for MPH and BPH in 
Marianna, Arkansas; however, in the Plains, Georgia location, heterosis values for GY were so 
nominal that they were found insignificant in the analysis. At the same time, extreme negative 
heterosis of near negative 80 percent was seen in Marianna.  At the Marianna location in 2018, 
There was a significant late frost event that resulted in overall less-than-optimal yield conditions. 
Some lines in the hybrid population were able to avoid this freeze and outcompeted their parents.  
Genetic Distance and Heterosis 
 In maize, there is a general consensus that more genetically divergent lines will produce 
more vigorous offspring in the F1 generation, yet for other species this has been a topic of debate 
(Fujimoto, et al., 2018). It has been seen in maize that around 63 percent of grain yield heterosis 
variation can be explained by genetic distance (Reif, et al., 2003). However, a positive 
correlation between genetic distance and heterosis is not always seen; heterosis has been shown 
to show little to no relationship with genetic distance in biomass of Arabidopsis  (Yang, et al., 
2017). In this study’s combined analyses, a single weak relationship was found in respect to 
genetic distance. On a locational basis, relationships were observed, yet they only accounted for 
up to 17 percent of the variation of some traits. The lines selected for this particular study shared 
0.02 to 40 percent homology; perhaps this is too narrow of a genetic basis to detect the true 
significance of genetic distance. Nevertheless, these results show little evidence for the linkage 
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between genetic divergence and high heterosis in wheat and warrant the further investigation into 
the subject of the effect of genetic distance on heterosis in wheat.  
Vernalization and Photoperiod Loci and Their Effect on Yield, Yield Traits, and Heterosis 
 Vrn-A1, Vrn-B1, Ppd-A1, and Ppd-D1 are all additive loci and vital to the adaption of 
wheat lines to their environment(Addison, et al., 2016, Zhang, et al., 2008). The data in this 
study shows that, while the heterozygous state for vernalization loci was sometimes not 
significantly deleterious to yield and yield traits, it was never beneficial. This leads one to find 
that there is no evidence to support that an overdominance effect is observable in these loci and 
that these loci are mainly functioning on a dominance genetic basis in relation to heterosis.   
It was noted many times in this study that it was beneficial to be fixed in the homozygous 
state for either the short vernalization or long vernalization form for particular traits - most 
notably the Vrn-B1 for GY. This suggest that it is best for parents to be screened with molecular 
markers so that only parents which are homozygous for the same form of vernalization alleles 
will be crossed to avoid heterozygosity and optimize yield potential. 
 Just as the vernalization loci, the photoperiod loci were never found to be beneficial in 
the heterozygous stage. This seems to suggest that these loci do not produce an overdominance 
effect in the heterozygous stage, which may indicate that they function mainly in a dominant or 
epistatic sense in relation to heterosis. Moreover, it was found that it was most often beneficial to 
be fixed for either the sensitive or insensitive forms of the photoperiod loci. Therefore, it is best 
to select parents that are both fixed for the same form of the photoperiod locus to optimize yield 
potential.  
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Photoperiod and vernalization loci are key in local adaption to a target environment; 
therefore, the most frequently identified allelic combinations for specific programs should be 
employed in the crossing block to ensure the most desirable outcome for the target environment. 
Furthermore, heading date may have confounded the analysis of photoperiod and vernalization 
loci, but no significant effect was observed for variety or any tested loci; this may be due to the 
limited scope of the data set. Thus, further research is required with larger populations over 
multiple years to confirm these findings.  
Stripe Rust Resistance Loci and Stripe Rust Severity 
 For the Fayetteville location, it was found that hybrid varieties significantly outperformed 
their RIL counterparts. The Yr17-Lr37-Sr38 was found to not play a significant role in stripe rust 
resistance, and the Sr24-Lr24 was found beneficial in the homozygous resistant state. However, 
lines that were homozygous for the resistant state of the Sr24-Lr24 complex did not outperform 
the heterozygous lines. From this study, there is evidence to suggest that hybrids have improved 
disease resistance, signifying that there is more at play than resistance genes alone.   
CONCLUSION 
 Heterosis is clearly found in wheat, yet it has not been exploited to its full potential. 
While this study identified heterosis in a hybrid population, it cannot be fully described by 
genetic distance and the current levels of heterosis experienced do not warrant the change from 
recombinant inbred lines to hybrids. Further studies should conducted on combining ability, 
reciprocal recurrent selection for combining ability, and their effect on optimizing heterosis in 
hybrid wheat. From the single-marker analysis, there is evidence to support that the photoperiod 
and vernilization loci of parents should be fixed in the same form to ensure the best 
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environmental adaptation. Further research is required to validate these results for use in making 
hybrid parent selections.   
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TABLES 
  
Table 1. P-values for yield and yield components for three location combined analysis 
Trait 
Line (Cultivar 
Type) 
Cultivar 
Type 
Location 
Location*Cultivar 
Type 
Grain Yield 0.0001*** 0.0506 <0.0001*** 0.4258 
Thousand Kernel 
Weight 
<0.0001*** 0.0668 <0.0001*** 0.0993 
Kernels Per Spike <0.0001*** 0.6753 <0.0001*** 0.1969 
Spike Weight 0.0062** 0.0864 <0.0001*** 0.834 
Kernel Number Per 
Meter Squared 
<0.0001*** 0.7978 <0.0001*** 0.1959 
Spikes Per Meter 
Squared 
0.0011* 0.8703 <0.0001*** 0.8034 
* denotes significance at p<0.05 
** denotes significance at p<0.01 
*** denotes significance at p<0.001 
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Table 2. Analysis of Variance p-values for Marianna, AR 
Trait Line (Cultivar Type) Cultivar Type 
Grain Yield <0.0001*** 0.0031** 
Thousand Kernel Weight 0.8564 0.6172 
Kernels Per Spike 0.6969 0.4296 
Spike Weight 0.5884 0.3256 
Kernel Number Per Meter Squared <0.0001*** 0.1092 
Spikes Per Meter Squared <0.0001*** 0.8703 
* denotes significance at p<0.05 
** denotes significance at p<0.01 
*** denotes significance at p<0.001 
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Table 3. Analysis of Variance p-values for Winnsboro, LA 
Trait Line (Cultivar Type) Cultivar Type 
Grain Yield 0.0043** 0.6675 
Thousand Kernel Weight 0.0002*** 0.0012** 
Kernels Per Spike <0.0001*** <0.0001*** 
Spike Weight 0.0005*** 0.3441 
Kernel Number Per Meter Squared <0.0001*** <0.0001*** 
Spikes Per Meter Squared 0.0982 0.8703 
* denotes significance at p<0.05 
** denotes significance at p<0.01 
*** denotes significance at p<0.001 
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Table 4. Analysis of Variance p-values for Plains, GA 
Trait Line (Cultivar Type) Cultivar Type 
Grain Yield 0.0366* 0.082 
Thousand Kernel Weight <0.0001*** 0.019* 
Kernels Per Spike <0.0001*** 0.5133 
Spike Weight 0.1048 0.4761 
Kernel Number Per Meter Squared 0.0005*** 0.9925 
Spikes Per Meter Squared 0.1271 0.5206 
* denotes significance at p<0.05 
** denotes significance at p<0.01 
*** denotes significance at p<0.001 
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Table 5. Mid-parent heterosis p-values for three location combined analysis.  
Trait Line Location Line*Location 
†MPH Grain Yield 0.0002*** 0.3433 0.0002*** 
MPH Thousand Kernel Weight 0.0711 0.0007*** 0.979 
MPH Kernels Per Spike 0.047* <0.0001*** 0.0013* 
MPH Spike Weight <0.0001*** 0.0007*** <0.0001*** 
MPH Kernel Number Per Meter Squared 0.0002*** 0.1093 0.0132* 
MPH Spikes Per Meter Squared 0.0116* 0.0314* 0.0007*** 
* denotes significance at p<0.05 
** denotes significance at p<0.01 
*** denotes significance at p<0.001 
†MPH=Midparent heterosis 
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Table 6. Mid-parent heterosis p-values by location. 
Trait Marianna Winnsboro Plains 
†MPH Grain Yield <0.0001*** 0.0094** 0.34 
MPH Thousand Kernel Weight 0.9153 0.0078** 0.2841 
MPH Kernels Per Spike 0.2024 0.0012** 0.0332* 
MPH Spike Weight 0.2043 0.0012* 0.0008*** 
MPH Kernel Number Per Meter Squared 0.0101* 0.0267* 0.1228 
MPH Spikes Per Meter Squared 0.0025** 0.1052 0.2564 
* denotes significance at p<0.05 
** denotes significance at p<0.01 
*** denotes significance at p<0.001 
†MPH=Midparent heterosis 
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Table 7. Better-Parent heterosis p-values for three location combined analysis.  
Trait Line Location Line*Location 
† BPH Grain Yield <0.0001*** <0.0001*** <0.0001*** 
BPH Thousand Kernel Weight 0.0907 <0.0001*** 0.9791 
BPH Kernels Per Spike 0.1262 <0.0001*** 0.0248* 
BPH Spike Weight 0.0005*** <0.0001*** 0.0024** 
BPH Kernel Number Per Meter Squared <0.0001*** 0.0581 <0.0001*** 
BPH Spikes Per Meter Squared 0.0016** <0.0001*** 0.0003*** 
* denotes significance at p<0.05 
** denotes significance at p<0.01 
*** denotes significance at p<0.001 
† BPH=Better-parent heterosis 
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Table 8. Better-parent heterosis p-values by location. 
Trait Marianna Winnsboro Plains 
† BPH Grain Yield <0.0001*** 0.0179* 0.3556 
BPH Thousand Kernel Weight 0.8171 0.0722 0.4705 
BPH Kernels Per Spike 0.4116 0.0003*** 0.1369 
BPH Spike Weight 0.5217 0.1001 0.003** 
BPH Kernel Number Per Meter Squared 0.0005*** 0.2643 0.0262* 
BPH Spikes Per Meter Squared 0.0005*** 0.2368 0.3119 
* denotes significance at p<0.05 
** denotes significance at p<0.01 
*** denotes significance at p<0.001 
† BPH=Better-parent heterosis 
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Table 9. Genetic Distance to midparent and better-parent heterosis index 
regression values for Marianna, AR. 
Trait §r ¶R2 p-Value 
†MPH Grain Yield 0.3640 0.1325 0.0178* 
MPH Thousand Kernel Weight 0.1082 0.0117 0.4953 
MPH Kernels Per Spike -0.0100 0.0001 0.9637 
MPH Spike Weight 0.1342 0.018 0.3967 
MPH Kernel Number Per Meter Squared 0.2672 0.0714 0.0871 
MPH Spikes Per Meter Squared 0.3268 0.1068 0.0346* 
‡BPH Grain Yield 0.4232 0.1791 0.0052* 
BPH Thousand Kernel Weight 0.0877 0.0077 0.5803 
BPH Kernels Per Spike -0.0632 0.004 0.6924 
BPH Spike Weight 0.5245 0.2751 0.0297 
BPH Kernel Number Per Meter Squared 0.3265 0.1066 0.0349* 
BPH Spikes Per Meter Squared 0.4093 0.1675 0.0071* 
* denotes significance at p<0.05 
† MPH=Midparent parent heterosis  
‡ BPH=Better-parent heterosis 
§ r=Pearson’s correlation coefficient  
¶ R2=Coefficient of determination 
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  Table 10. Genetic Distance to Midparent and better-parent heterosis index 
regression values for Winnsboro, LA. 
Trait § r ¶R2 p-Value 
†MPH Grain Yield -0.0316 0.0010 0.8370 
MPH Thousand Kernel Weight 0.3693 0.1364 *0.0136 
MPH Kernels Per Spike -0.3607 0.1301 *0.0162 
MPH Spike Weight 0.3277 0.1074 *0.0299 
MPH Kernel Number Per Meter Squared -0.2807 0.0788 0.0649 
MPH Spikes Per Meter Squared -0.3509 0.1231 *0.0195 
‡BPH Grain Yield -0.0548 0.0030 0.7226 
BPH Thousand Kernel Weight 0.3955 0.1564 *0.0079 
BPH Kernels Per Spike 0.2396 0.0574 0.1174 
BPH Spike Weight 0.2924 0.0855 0.0540 
BPH Kernel Number Per Meter Squared -0.1523 0.0232 0.3240 
BPH Spikes Per Meter Squared -0.3089 0.0954 *0.0414 
* denotes significance at p<0.05 
† MPH=Midparent parent heterosis  
‡ BPH=Better-parent heterosis 
§ r=Pearson’s correlation coefficient  
¶ R2=Coefficient of determination 
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Table 11. Genetic Distance to midparent and better-parent heterosis index 
regression values for Plains, GA. 
Trait §r ¶R2 p-Value 
†MPH Grain Yield -0.3723 0.1386 *0.0302 
MPH Thousand Kernel Weight 0.2464 0.0607 0.1601 
MPH Kernels Per Spike -0.1323 0.0175 0.4561 
MPH Spike Weight 0.0173 0.0003 0.9212 
MPH Kernel Number Per Meter Squared -0.3987 0.1590 *0.0195 
MPH Spikes Per Meter Squared -0.2347 0.0551 0.1814 
‡BPH Grain Yield -0.2843 0.0808 0.1033 
BPH Thousand Kernel Weight 0.1811 0.0328 0.3054 
BPH Kernels Per Spike 0.0141 0.0002 0.9430 
BPH Spike Weight 0.0283 0.0008 0.8758 
BPH Kernel Number Per Meter Squared -0.3212 0.1032 0.0639 
BPH Spikes Per Meter Squared 0.2934 0.0861 0.0922 
* denotes significance at p<0.05 
† MPH=Midparent parent heterosis  
‡ BPH=Better-parent heterosis 
§ r=Pearson’s correlation coefficient  
¶ R2=Coefficient of determination 
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FIGURES 
 
Figure 1. A bar chart depicting the traits experiencing significant midparent heterosis for (A) 
Marianna, Arkansas; (B) Winnsboro, Louisiana; and (C) Plains, Georgia as well as the better-
parent heterosis for (D) Marianna, Arkansas; (E) Winnsboro, Louisiana; and (F) Plains, Georgia. 
The y axis displays the midparent (MPH) or better-parent heterosis (BPH) experienced expressed 
as a ratio of expected over observed performance. The x axis displays the pedigree of the hybrids 
written in male by female format. Separate bars represent heterosis values for grain yield (GY), 
thousand kernel weight (TKW), kernels per spike (KSP), spike weight (SW), kernel number per 
meter squared (KNO), and spikes per meter squared (SPM).  
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Figure 1 (Continued). A bar chart depicting the traits experiencing significant midparent 
heterosis for (A) Marianna, Arkansas; (B) Winnsboro, Louisiana; and (C) Plains, Georgia as well 
as the better-parent heterosis for (D) Marianna, Arkansas; (E) Winnsboro, Louisiana; and (F) 
Plains, Georgia. The y axis displays the midparent (MPH) or better-parent heterosis (BPH) 
experienced expressed as a ratio of expected over observed performance. The x axis displays the 
pedigree of the hybrids written in male by female format. Separate bars represent heterosis 
values for grain yield (GY), thousand kernel weight (TKW), kernels per spike (KSP), spike 
weight (SW), kernel number per meter squared (KNO), and spikes per meter squared (SPM). 
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Figure 1 (Continued). A bar chart depicting the traits experiencing significant midparent 
heterosis for (A) Marianna, Arkansas; (B) Winnsboro, Louisiana; and (C) Plains, Georgia as well 
as the better-parent heterosis for (D) Marianna, Arkansas; (E) Winnsboro, Louisiana; and (F) 
Plains, Georgia. The y axis displays the midparent (MPH) or better-parent heterosis (BPH) 
experienced expressed as a ratio of expected over observed performance. The x axis displays the 
pedigree of the hybrids written in male by female format. Separate bars represent heterosis 
values for grain yield (GY), thousand kernel weight (TKW), kernels per spike (KSP), spike 
weight (SW), kernel number per meter squared (KNO), and spikes per meter squared (SPM). 
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Figure 1 (Continued). A bar chart depicting the traits experiencing significant midparent 
heterosis for (A) Marianna, Arkansas; (B) Winnsboro, Louisiana; and (C) Plains, Georgia as well 
as the better-parent heterosis for (D) Marianna, Arkansas; (E) Winnsboro, Louisiana; and (F) 
Plains, Georgia. The y axis displays the midparent (MPH) or better-parent heterosis (BPH) 
experienced expressed as a ratio of expected over observed performance. The x axis displays the 
pedigree of the hybrids written in male by female format. Separate bars represent heterosis 
values for grain yield (GY), thousand kernel weight (TKW), kernels per spike (KSP), spike 
weight (SW), kernel number per meter squared (KNO), and spikes per meter squared (SPM). 
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Figure 1 (Continued). A bar chart depicting the traits experiencing significant midparent 
heterosis for (A) Marianna, Arkansas; (B) Winnsboro, Louisiana; and (C) Plains, Georgia as well 
as the better-parent heterosis for (D) Marianna, Arkansas; (E) Winnsboro, Louisiana; and (F) 
Plains, Georgia. The y axis displays the midparent (MPH) or better-parent heterosis (BPH) 
experienced expressed as a ratio of expected over observed performance. The x axis displays the 
pedigree of the hybrids written in male by female format. Separate bars represent heterosis 
values for grain yield (GY), thousand kernel weight (TKW), kernels per spike (KSP), spike 
weight (SW), kernel number per meter squared (KNO), and spikes per meter squared (SPM). 
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Figure 1 (Continued). A bar chart depicting the traits experiencing significant midparent 
heterosis for (A) Marianna, Arkansas; (B) Winnsboro, Louisiana; and (C) Plains, Georgia as well 
as the better-parent heterosis for (D) Marianna, Arkansas; (E) Winnsboro, Louisiana; and (F) 
Plains, Georgia. The y axis displays the midparent (MPH) or better-parent heterosis (BPH) 
experienced expressed as a ratio of expected over observed performance. The x axis displays the 
pedigree of the hybrids written in male by female format. Separate bars represent heterosis 
values for grain yield (GY), thousand kernel weight (TKW), kernels per spike (KSP), spike 
weight (SW), kernel number per meter squared (KNO), and spikes per meter squared (SPM). 
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Figure 2. T-test for the comparison of means of (A) thousand kernel weight, (B) kernels per 
spike, and (C) spikes per meter squared regarding the Ppd-A1 locus. Means have been separated 
using a Fisher’s protected least significant difference test. Different significance groups are 
denoted by letters. The X-axis denotes the allelic combination and the Y-axis denotes the 
measurement of the trait of interest.  
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Figure 2 (Continued). T-test for the comparison of means of (A) thousand kernel weight, (B) 
kernels per spike, and (C) spikes per meter squared regarding the Ppd-A1 locus. Means have 
been separated using a Fisher’s protected least significant difference test. Different significance 
groups are denoted by letters. The X-axis denotes the allelic combination and the Y-axis denotes 
the measurement of the trait of interest.  
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Figure 2 (Continued). T-test for the comparison of means of (A) thousand kernel weight, (B) 
kernels per spike, and (C) spikes per meter squared regarding the Ppd-A1 locus. Means have 
been separated using a Fisher’s protected least significant difference test. Different significance 
groups are denoted by letters. The X-axis denotes the allelic combination and the Y-axis denotes 
the measurement of the trait of interest.   
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Figure 3. T-test for the comparison of means of (A) thousand kernel weight and (B) kernels per 
spike regarding the Ppd-D1 locus. Means have been separated using a Fisher’s protected least 
significant difference test. Different significance groups are denoted by letters. The X-axis 
denotes the allelic combination and the Y-axis denotes the measurement of the trait of interest.  
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Figure 3 (Continued). T-test for the comparison of means of (A) thousand kernel weight and 
(B) kernels per spike regarding the Ppd-D1 locus. Means have been separated using a Fisher’s 
protected least significant difference test. Different significance groups are denoted by letters. 
The X-axis denotes the allelic combination and the Y-axis denotes the measurement of the trait 
of interest.  
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Figure 4. T-test for the comparison of means of (A) grain yield, (B) thousand kernel weight, and 
(C) kernels per meter squared regarding the Vrn-A1 locus. Means have been separated using a 
Fisher’s protected least significant difference test. Different significance groups are denoted by 
letters. The X-axis denotes the allelic combination and the Y-axis denotes the measurement of 
the trait of interest.  
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Figure 4 (Continued). T-test for the comparison of means of (A) grain yield, (B) thousand 
kernel weight, and (C) kernels per meter squared regarding the Vrn-A1 locus. Means have been 
separated using a Fisher’s protected least significant difference test. Different significance 
groups are denoted by letters. The X-axis denotes the allelic combination and the Y-axis denotes 
the measurement of the trait of interest.  
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Figure 4 (Continued). T-test for the comparison of means of (A) grain yield, (B) thousand 
kernel weight, and (C) kernels per meter squared regarding the Vrn-A1 locus. Means have been 
separated using a Fisher’s protected least significant difference test. Different significance 
groups are denoted by letters. The X-axis denotes the allelic combination and the Y-axis denotes 
the measurement of the trait of interest.  
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Figure 5. T-test for the comparison of means of (A) kernels per spike, (B) spike weight, and (C) 
spikes per meter squared regarding the Vrn-B1 locus. Means have been separated using a 
Fisher’s protected least significant difference test. Different significance groups are denoted by 
letters. The X-axis denotes the allelic combination and the Y-axis denotes the measurement of 
the trait of interest.  
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Figure 5 (Continued). T-test for the comparison of means of (A) kernels per spike, (B) spike 
weight, and (C) spikes per meter squared regarding the Vrn-B1 locus. Means have been separated 
using a Fisher’s protected least significant difference test. Different significance groups are 
denoted by letters. The X-axis denotes the allelic combination and the Y-axis denotes the 
measurement of the trait of interest.  
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Figure 5 (Continued). T-test for the comparison of means of (A) kernels per spike, (B) spike 
weight, and (C) spikes per meter squared regarding the Vrn-B1 locus. Means have been separated 
using a Fisher’s protected least significant difference test. Different significance groups are 
denoted by letters. The X-axis denotes the allelic combination and the Y-axis denotes the 
measurement of the trait of interest.  
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CHAPTER III: A GENOME WIDE ASSOCIATION STUDY OF AREA OF ANTHERS 
EXTRUDED AND SPIKE AREA PHENOTYPED THROUGH IMAGE ANALYSIS 
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ABSTRACT 
 Wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) is a self-pollinating plant which is cultivated worldwide for 
its edible grain. Wheat is commonly bred and sold as an inbred crop. Inbred crops experience a 
phenomenon termed inbreeding depression, which is the loss of overall vigor due to the fixation 
of deleterious recessive alleles over generations of inbreeding. Crosses made between inbred 
crops are known to exhibit heterosis, which is the increase of vigor, rapidity of growth, and 
general robustness that comes with the reintroduction of heterozygosity. Wheat, being a 
cleistogamous crop, does not easily outcross; making hybrid wheat varieties hard to produce. 
One such limitation for hybrid wheat is the lack of anther extrusion exhibited in lines. Therefore, 
finding genetic factors that impact anther extrusion will aid in developing male lines. In this 
study, 594 soft red winter wheat lines were phenotyped for anther extrusion and spike area using 
traditional phenotyping techniques and image analysis. A significant regression (𝑅2 =
0.8007, 𝑝 < 0.0001) was found between the area of anthers extruded (AOAE) and the number 
of anthers extruded (NOAE). Variety was found to play a significant role (𝐹0.05,530,583 =
1.36, 𝑝 = 0.0002) in the area per spike (APS) experienced. The presence or absence of awns 
was also found to play a significant role (𝐹0.05,1,583 = 1074.67, 𝑝 < 0.0001) in the area per 
spike experienced. Several significant (p<0.0001) marker-trait associations were found for 
NOAE, AOAE, and APS. This information will be used to make selections for male lines in 
hybrid crossing blocks.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Autogamous crops, such as wheat (Triticum aestivum L.), are self-fertile and reproduce 
by self-pollination. Inbreeding depression is the loss of vigor over many generations of 
inbreeding. Common bread wheat is mostly developed as a recombinant inbred line (RIL), and 
the multiple generations of inbreeding involved in producing such cultivars can result in a loss of 
fitness due to the fixation of negative recessive alleles (Charlesworth and Charlesworth, 1987). A 
loss of up to 11 percent in grain yield has been observed over one generation of inbreeding in 
wheat (Cisar and Cooper, 2002). Wheat (being an allohexaploid) experiences a lower level of 
inbreeding depression compared to diploid or lower ploidy species, which allows for the 
selection of high yielding inbred cultivars for commercial production (Soltis and Soltis, 2000).  
The inverse of inbreeding depression is heterosis, which is the improved vigor exhibited 
in the progeny of two inbred individuals (Shull, 1948). With chemical hybridization agents 
(CHAs), it is possible to produce a large amount of seed to study hybrids in wheat (Cisar and 
Cooper, 2002, Fleury, et al., 2013).  Hybrid wheat lines have yielded 10-13 percent higher than 
RILs, but these improvements are not considered high enough to justify hybrid wheat production 
(Koemel, et al., 2004). This is due to the lack of breeding efforts in creating heterotic groups and 
performing recurrent reciprocal selection within these heterotic groups to increase the heterosis 
experienced by wheat hybrids (Boeven, et al., 2016, Reif, et al., 2005).  
To avoid a biocapacity deficit, the global wheat-breeding community must focus on the 
development of heterotic groups and high yielding hybrid wheat varieties. The world population 
is expected to reach 9.8 billion by 2050 (Gerland, et al., 2014). Internationally, there are more 
than 820 million people, or nearly ten percent of the global population, that face food scarcity 
and are undernourished (FAOSTAT, 2018). The disparity in distribution of foodstuffs is mostly 
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due to conflict between nations and corruption in government systems; however, with the 
expected global population increase, the challenges of climate change, and the limits of future 
water resources, disparities in food distribution are expected to become progressively worse 
(Hanjra and Qureshi, 2010, Messer and Cohen, 2007). A possible solution to bridge the yield gap 
is to focus on the production of hybrid wheat. 
Even if heterotic groups were developed and the yield advantage of hybrid wheat was 
great enough to encourage the commercial production of hybrid seed, there are several 
physiological challenges posed by the floral architecture of wheat which plant breeders must 
overcome. Some of these architectural issues include: the celistogamy of wheat, the viability of 
wheat pollen, the non-aerodynamic structure of wheat pollen, the lack of anther extrusion, and 
the lack of anthers extruded while bearing pollen (Boeven, et al., 2016). Because wheat is 
commonly sold as a recombinant inbred line, wheat breeders have been making selections for 
lines that are closed flowering and experience little outcrossing to ensure the purity of the lines 
they release; this may lead to a potential genetic bottleneck for male lines in hybrid breeding 
programs. Essentially, wheat breeders must begin selecting for traits that are favorable to hybrid 
wheat production and introgress them into genetically distant heterotic groups. 
Ideally, male lines should be taller than female lines, bear a high amount of long anthers, 
and produce a large quantity of pollen with a long viability period (Longin, et al., 2013). 
However, phenotyping for traits like number of anthers extruded and pollen density is tedious 
and time consuming. Anther extrusion has an estimated narrow-sense heritability of 0.88 and is 
considered highly heritable (Boeven, et al., 2016). To compensate for the tedium of phenotyping 
for these traits, marker-assisted selection (MAS) has been suggested in leu of phenotypic 
selection.  
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In this study, a panel of 594 diverse soft red winter wheat lines adapted to the 
southeastern United States was phenotyped using image analysis for area of anthers extruded 
(AOAE) as well as area per spike (APS). Phenotypic data was used in tandem with genotyping-
by-sequencing (GBS) data to perform genome wide association studies (GWAS) to find 
significant marker-trait associations (MTA) related to area of anthers extruded and spike area; 
The MTAs drawn from the GWAS will be used to inform selections of male parental lines via 
MAS for future hybrid studies.  
MATERIALS & METHODS 
Plant Materials 
 For 2019, the Historic Gulf Atlantic Wheat Nursery (HGAWN) was planted in two 
replications of randomized complete block design (RCBD) in Fayetteville, Arkansas. The 
HGAWN population consists of 594 lines; of these lines: 103 were produced by the University 
of Arkansas, 105 from the University of Georgia, 109 from Louisiana State University, 104 from 
North Carolina State University, 60 from Texas A&M University, 41 from University of Florida, 
44 from Virginia Institute of Technology, 19 from Clemson University, and 9 from private 
industry or the United States Department of Agriculture - Agricultural Research Service (USDA-
ARS) (Appendix B). 
 Each genotype was planted in a single row plot that was 1.2 meters with 0.38 meter 
spacing between neighboring plots; each single row plot was placed in a larger plot consisting of 
four plots of individual genotypes with 0.60-meter spaces in between each larger plot. Nutrient 
management was informed by soil sampling and 67 kilograms per hectare of urea was applied in 
late February followed by an application of nitrogen at 33 kilograms per hectare in late March. 
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Harmony® Extra was applied at 0.28 kilograms per hectare in early February and Axial® was 
applied in early March at a rate of 0.6 kilograms per hectare to control ryegrass. 
Phenotyping 
 Heading date data was collected when 50 percent of the plot was observed to be heading 
from mid-April until all plots had headed out. Awned versus awnlessness was recorded from 
each picture taken for each plot of every rep.  
 To obtain the area of anthers extruded (AOAE), four heads were collected per genotype 
two-to-four days after heading date. Heads were sampled if anthesis was evident in the plot. All 
four heads were placed into glassine, wax-lined bags and stored at 4° C until imaging; all 
samples were imaged no later than 48 hours after sampling. Extruded anthers were gently raked 
off of heads using the index finger and thumb five times in a downward motion onto a red 
surface and then imaged. Number of anthers extruded (NOAE) was derived by counting the 
number of anthers in each image. 
 For area per spike (APS), six heads were collected in a single paper bag per genotype and 
then stored at 4° Celsius until imaging. All heads were sampled in mid-May after heading date 
and before physiological maturity. All samples were imaged no later than 24 hours after 
sampling. The peduncle of all six heads were inserted into a section of red Van Aken® Plastalina 
Modeling Clay in the color red so that only the spikes were visible in the image. All heads were 
then rotated so that the florets were on the sides and the rachis was facing the lens to ensure the 
ability of the viewer to count spikelets per spike (SPS) post imaging. Spikelets per spike were 
counted by starting from the base of each spike and counting all spikelets as they alternate up the 
rachis. Spike length (SL) and spike width (SWI) were taken by setting a standard using a ruler of 
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known length and then using the draw and measure function in ImageJ. All six spikes were 
measured from the tip of the final floret to the peduncle for SL and the approximate middle of 
the spike where it is widest for SWI. From SL and SWI approximate spike area (AAPS) was 
calculated and regressed against APS.  
Imaging 
Two separate image capturing devices were constructed for imaging. The goal of both of 
these imaging devices were to produce pictures at a specific height with high resolution and 
consistent lighting. The first imaging device was expressly constructed for the use of a camera-
accessible mobile device for image capture of anthers (Figure 1).  
To construct the mobile imaging device, a 4.5-centimeter circular hole drill bit was 
attached to an electric drill and a 4.7-liter Little Giant® feed pan was placed upside down on a 
stable surface. Then the drill was aligned with the center of the backside of the feed pan and a 
section was drilled. After drilling out the hole on the top, a 2-centimeter drill bit was attached to 
the electric drill and a single hole was drilled in the side of the feed pan between the base of the 
pan and the mouth. Then, in a well-ventilated area, RUST-OLEUM® Camouflage Ultra Flat 
Black spray paint was applied to the feed pan right-side up so that the interior of the dish was 
coated. The paint was allowed to cure for five minutes and the painting process was repeated 
until completely opaque; after the final coat was applied, the paint was allowed to fully cure for 
30-45 minutes. 
The pan of the mobile imaging device was then placed upside down and the mobile 
device was placed over the 4.5-centimeter opening. The mobile device was then aligned over the 
opening so that the camera was visible on the other side of the pan. Once the alignment was 
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achieved, a permanent marker was used to mark where the top edge of the mobile device landed 
on the imaging device.  Then, a Philips-head drill bit was attached to an electric drill and a 
handle was attached with two 1.27-centimeter wood screws just above the marking made 
previously; this prevented the mobile device from sliding forward during imaging. Using the 
Philips-head drill bit and 1.27-centimeter wood screws, a hook portion of a 15.25-centimeter 
length of hook-and-loop fastener was attached approximately 6 centimeters from the 4.5-
centameter opening; this was to prevent the movement of the mobile device during imaging. 
After the application of the hook-and-loop fastener, tape lights from a 1.8-meter 
GoodEarth® Self-Adhesive Tape Lighting Kit were cut to approximately 63.5 centimeters and 
applied directly to the interior of the pan so that they were parallel with the bottom of the pan. 
Then using a 6.35-centimeter angled brush, a 1.32-meter-long by 23-centimeter-wide oak board 
was painted with Classic Red Valspar Ultra® Interior Flat Paint until the paint was completely 
opaque and the texture of the board was no longer visible. All images taken with the mobile 
device imaging cap were taken on a Samsung® S9+ phone with a 12-mega pixel camera, a focal 
length of 4 millimeters, a F-stop of f/1.5, a shutter speed of 1/125 seconds, at an ISO of 50, with 
a white balance between 2000-3000 Kelvin.  
The second imaging device was made for the imaging of wheat spikes and the analysis of 
APS, SPS, SL, SWI, and AAPS using a Canon® Powershot G1 X Mark II camera (Figure 2). For 
the stand-alone camera imaging device, a 4.5-centimeter circular hole drill bit was attached to an 
electric drill and a 9.46-liter bucket was placed with the mouth facing down. Then a pair of 
needle-nose pliers were used to remove any handle from the bucket. After removing the handle, 
the circular drill bit was aligned with the center of the backside of the bucket and the selected 
section was drilled out. Once the backside was drilled, a file was used to ensure that the edges of 
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the hole would not damage the camera lens. Then a 2-centimeter drill bit was attached to an 
electric drill and a single hole was drilled in the side of the bucket approximately 19 centimeters 
above the base of the mouth. 
Just like the mobile imaging device, RUST-OLEUM® Camouflage Ultra Flat Black was 
sprayed in the bucket right-side up so that the interior of the bucket was coated. The paint was 
allowed to cure for five minutes and was coated until the opacity of the paint coating did not 
allow for the infiltration of light through the bucket’s exterior. After the final coat of spray paint, 
the paint was allowed to fully cure for 30-45 minutes.  
Once the paint was fully cured, the pan was flipped upside down and the extended lens of 
the camera was inserted to test if it fit snuggly in the opening; more filing was performed on the 
edges of the opening to ensure a better fit and minimized scratching of the lens. Tape lights from 
a 1.8-meter GoodEarth® Self-Adhesive Tape Lighting Kit were cut to fit the circumference of the 
bucket, the protective paper from the adhesive strip was removed from the back of the lights, and 
the lights were directly applied to the interior of the bucket starting from the two-centimeter hole 
on the side so that the strip was parallel with the bottom of the pan. Paint touch-ups were 
performed using a small artistic brush to cover any spotty application of the black spray paint.   
Then, using a 6.35-centimeter angled brush, a 1.29-meter by 0.81-meter marker board 
with a smooth particle board back was painted using Classic Red Valspar Ultra® Interior Flat 
Paint (until the paint was completely opaque and void of texture). All of the images taken using 
the stand-alone camera imaging cap were taken using a Canon® Powershot G1 X Mark II 
camera. All images were 20.1 megapixels and had a focal length of 9 millimeters, a F-stop of 
f/4.0, and a shutter speed of 1/60 seconds at an ISO of 200 with a white balance of 3000 Kelvin. 
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Image Analysis  
 All images were analyzed through java script in the software ImageJ version 1.5o 
(Rasband, et al., 2007). A macro was written for images taken using the mobile device imaging 
cap for AOAE image analysis and a separate macro was written for the images taken using the 
stand-alone camera imaging cap for APS.  
 The AOAE macro consisted of the following steps: setting a scale of pixels to a known 
distance, adjusting the brightness and contrast, applying a gaussian blur, selecting a specific 
color threshold, and analyzing the selected particles in the image. A standard image was taken 
using a ruler and the ImageJ line function was then used to set 320 pixels to 10 millimeters 
squared. Then the brightness and contrast minimum and maximum were set to 130 and 255, 
respectively. After adjustment, a gaussian blur of 𝜎 = 2 was applied. A color threshold was then 
selected using the hue, saturation, and brightness settings. Hue was set to a minimum of one and 
a maximum of 255, saturation was set to a minimum of zero and a maximum of 255, and 
brightness was set to a minimum of 142 and a maximum of 255. Selected particles were then 
analyzed and holes between selected pixels were included. Area of selected pixels were reported 
in millimeters squared.  
 The APS macro consisted of the following steps: setting a scale of pixels to a known 
distance, selecting a specific color threshold, and analyzing the selected particles in the image. 
Just as in the AOAE macro, a standard image was taken using a ruler and the ImageJ line 
function was used to measure one centimeter from the ruler to set 178 pixels to ten millimeters. 
A color threshold was then selected using the hue, saturation, and brightness settings. Hue was 
set to a minimum of 18 and a maximum of 255, saturation was set to a minimum of zero and a 
maximum of 255, and brightness was set to a minimum of 90 and a maximum of 255. Selected 
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particles were then analyzed and holes between selected pixels were included. Area of selected 
pixels were reported in millimeters squared.  
Genotyping-by-Sequencing 
 All accessions in the HGAWN were genotyped through GBS by the USDA Eastern 
Regional Small Grains Genotyping Lab in Raleigh, North Carolina. Deoxyribonucleic acid 
(DNA) was extracted via a Mag-Bind® Plus kit from Omega Bio-tek by following the 
instructions provided by the manufacturer. DNA was quantified using Quant-iTTM PicoGreen® 
dsDNA Assay Kits and standardized to 20 nanograms per microliter concentrations. GBS 
libraries were prepared using the Pst1-Msp1 or the Pst1-Mse1 restriction enzymes. Adapters 
were ligated to each specific line and multiplexed at 192-plex to create libraries, which were then 
sequenced on a lane of an Illumina Hi-Seq 2500 sequencer. Detected single nucleotide 
polymorphisms (SNPs) were aligned using the trait analysis by association, evolution, and 
linkage (TASSEL) GBS v2 pipeline via a 64 base kmer length with a minimum kmer count of 5 
(Bradbury, et al., 2007). 
Statistical Models and Software 
 A mixed linear model (MLM) was employed to analyze various effects on traits of 
interest. The general formula used is as follows: 
𝑦𝑖𝑗 = 𝜇 + 𝜏𝑖 + 𝛽𝑗 + 𝜀𝑖𝑗 
Where 𝑦𝑖𝑗 is the observation, 𝜇 is the population mean, 𝜏𝑖 is the variety or treatment 
which will be treated as fixed, 𝛽𝑗 is the block which will be treated as random, and 𝜀𝑖𝑗 is the 
residual error.  
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A secondary mixed linear model was used to test awn effect in relation to APS. The 
model was as follows:  
𝑦𝑖𝑗 = 𝜇 + 𝜏𝑖(𝑗) + 𝛽𝑗 + 𝛿𝑘 + 𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑘 
Where 𝑦𝑖𝑗 is the observation, 𝜇 is the population mean, 𝜏𝑖(𝑗) is the awn effect nested 
within variety, 𝛽𝑗 is the awn effect, 𝛿𝑘 is the block which will be treated as random, and 𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑘 is 
the residual error. All models previously mentioned were analyzed using SAS® 9.4 by the PROC 
CORR, PROC REG, and PROC MIXED statements. 
 For the genome-wide association study, both a single locus (MLM) and multi-locus 
(FarmCPU) model were employed to perform a GWAS for AOAE and APS using the Genome 
Association and Prediction Integrated Tool (GAPIT) function in R statistical software version 
3.6.0 (Lipka, et al., 2012, Liu, et al., 2016). The general model for a GWAS is as follows: 
𝑌 = 𝛸𝛽 + 𝛧𝑢 + 𝑒 
 Where Y is the phenotype response, 𝛽 are marker effects and population structure which 
are treated as fixed effects, u is the unknown vector of random additive genetic effects from QTL 
in individual lines, X and Z are the phenotypic and genotypic matrices (respectively), and e is the 
residual error.  
 A total of seven principle components were used to correct for population structure; this 
number was selected based on eigen values indicating that all principle components up to the 
seventh accounted for two percent or more of the total variation; eigen values decreased at a 
steady rate after the seventh as well.  The kinship matrix used for analysis was calculated using 
TASSEL v5.2.52 via the centered identity by state function (Endelman and Jannink, 2012).  The 
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mixed linear model was used for comparison to FarmCPU which has been shown to better 
control for both type I and II error (Liu, et al., 2016).   
Genotyping-by-sequencing data was filtered by removing SNPs with a minor allele 
frequency of less than five percent, taxa missing more than 15 percent SNP data, taxa with 
greater than 30 percent heterozygosity, taxa missing more than 50 percent of their SNPs, SNPs 
with more than ten percent heterozygosity, and SNPs unaffiliated with a chromosome from the 
larger dataset resulting in 31,586 SNPs and 588 taxa. Any SNP that had a likelihood of odds 
(LOD) score of four (p=0.0001) or more was considered significant for both models. 
RESULTS 
Regression of Area of Anthers Extruded and Number of Anthers Extruded 
 A linear regression analysis was performed on the AOAE detected by the imaging 
software versus the NOAE counted in each image. 594 lines were planted in two replications and 
of the total 1188 lines planted 838 were sampled and imaged. Of those 838 lines sampled, 638 
met the criteria for analysis, leading to 298 total replicated lines. Both the AOAE (𝐹0.05,297,336 =
1.47, 𝑝 = 0.0003) and NOAE (𝐹0.05,297,366 = 1.42, 𝑝 = 0.0010) were found to be significant for 
variety effect in the linear mixed model. Least significant means by variety were calculated for 
AOAE and NOAE, and when compared to each other, a significant positive correlation was 
observed (𝐹0.05,1,296 = 1259.36, 𝑟 = 0.89479, 𝑝 < 0.0001). A linear regression of NOAE 
against AOAE was significant and showed that the AOAE explained 80 percent variation in the 
NOAE (𝐹0.05,1,296 = 1259.36, 𝑅
2 = 0.8007, 𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑗
2 = 0.8000, 𝑝 < 0.0001) (Figure 3). 
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Regression of Area of Spike and Spike Dimensions 
Two replications of a subset of 50 lines from the HGAWN were assessed for spikelets 
per spike, spike width, spike length, and approximate area per spike. The 50 lines selected were 
comprised of ten lines that were randomly selected from Arkansas, Georgia, Louisiana, North 
Carolina, and Texas (Appendix C). Of these 50 lines measured for APS, one was identified as an 
extreme outlier (?̅? = 1090.463, 𝑠 = 303.37, 𝑥𝑖 = 2369.183), and was thus excluded from 
analysis leaving 49 total lines. The variety effect was significant for APS (𝐹0.05,48,48 = 2.90, 𝑝 =
0.0002), SPS (𝐹0.05,48,48 = 2.06, 𝑝 = 0.0069), and SL (𝐹0.05,48,48 = 1.98, 𝑝 = 0.0096). 
Adjusted means by variety were derived from linear models for all traits, and all traits 
were regressed against APS. Significant regressions were observed for spike length (𝐹0.05,1,48 =
15.25, 𝑅2 = 0.2450, 𝑝 = 0.0003),  spike width (𝐹0.05,1,48 = 6.72, 𝑅
2 = 0.1251, 𝑝 =
0.0127), and approximate area per spike (𝐹0.05,1,48 = 22.87, 𝑅
2 = 0.3273, 𝑝 < 0.0001) against 
area per spike. 
One of the lines of the 49-line HGAWN subset did not phenotypically match for awns in 
both replications and was removed for testing awned and awnlessness as a covariate, leaving 48 
lines. A separate model was run for APS where the treatment was the presence or absence of 
awns. The presence or absence of awns was highly significant in relation to APS (𝐹0.05,1,47 =
85.05, 𝑝 < 0.0001). A Fisher’s protected least significant difference test was used to separate 
means; varieties that had awns were estimated to have an area between 328.41 to 511.67 
millimeter squared larger than that of awnless varieties (𝑡47 = 9.22, 𝑝 < 0.0001).  
Lines of the 48-line HGAWN filtered subset were segregated into two groups: awned 
(n=34) and awnless (n=14); regressions were performed on the adjusted means for all variables 
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against APS for each subset. For awned varieties, significant regressions were observed for 
spikelets per spike ( 𝐹0.05,1,33 = 6.89, 𝑅
2 = 0.1772, 𝑝 = 0.0132), spike length (𝐹0.05,1,33 =
26.59, 𝑅2 = 0.2595, 𝑝 < 0.0001), spike width (𝐹0.05,1,33 = 6.06, 𝑅
2 = 0.1591, 𝑝 = 0.0194), 
and approximate area per spike (𝐹0.05,1,33 = 39.48, 𝑅
2 = 0.5523, 𝑝 < 0.0001) against area per 
spike. 
For the awnless varieties, significant regressions were seen for spikelets per 
spike(𝐹0.05,1,13 = 7.76, 𝑅
2 = 0.3927, 𝑝 = 0.0165), spike length (𝐹0.05,1,12 = 12.59, 𝑅
2 =
0.5119, 𝑝 = 0.0040), spike width (𝐹0.05,1,12 = 10.23, 𝑅
2 = 0.460, 𝑝 = 0.0077), and 
approximate area per spike (𝐹0.05,1,12 = 23.73, 𝑅
2 = 0.6641, 𝑝 = 0.0004) against the area per 
spike (Figure 4.A, 4.B, 4.C, and 4.D). 
For the total HGAWN population, lines were screened and filtered based on the presence 
or absence of awns in both replications, leaving 532 replicated lines in the HGAWN. For the 
filtered HGAWN data, the variety effect was significant (𝐹0.05,530,583 = 1.36, 𝑝 = 0.0002) as 
well as the awn effect (𝐹0.05,1,583 = 1074.67, 𝑝 < 0.0001). A Fisher’s protected least significant 
difference test was employed to differentiate between awned and awnless varieties for APS; 
awned varieties were estimated to have between 460.50 and 519.19 millimeters squared greater 
area than awnless varieties (𝑡583 = 32.78, 𝑝 < 0.0001).  
Population Structure 
 After filtration, 31,586 high quality GBS markers were identified. There was an uneven 
distribution of SNPs across the wheat sub-genomes: the A genome had 11,897 SNPs, the B 
genome had 15,361 SNPs, the D genome had 3,854 SNPs, and 452 SNPs remained unaligned to 
any chromosome. A principle component analysis (PCA) found two main clusters (Figure 5). 
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The first principle component was estimated to account for 14 percent of the total variation; the 
second accounted for 4 percent. The first seven principle components were used to account for 
population structure as they accounted for more than two percent of the total variation. 
Marker Trait Associations: Area of Anthers Extruded and Number of Anthers Extruded 
 The MLM GWAS identified three significant (p<0.0001) marker-trait associations 
(MTA) for NOAE. The SNP with the highest significance in the MLM for NOAE was 
S6B_692015932; the minor allele was estimated to decrease the NOAE by approximately nine 
anthers. The second and third most significant SNPs identified were S6B_692011663 and 
S7A_645028945, respectively. The minor allele of S6B_692011663 was responsible for an 
increase of approximately ten anthers extruded. The minor allele of S7A_645028945 was 
estimated to cause a decrease around 9.6 anthers extruded (Table 1). For the FarmCPU model 
GWAS, 6 significant (p<0.0001) MTA for NOAE were identified. The highest significance 
MTA for the FarmCPU model was marker S4A_742914768; the minor allele was estimated to 
cause a decrease of approximately 8.5 anthers extruded (Table 2). Consistent MTA were found 
in the same region of chromosome 4A between the FarmCPU and MLM GWAS (Figure 6). 
 The MLM GWAS did not identify any significant MTA for AOAE. The FarmCPU model 
GWAS found four significant (p<0.0001) MTA for AOA (Figure 7). The first and most 
significant SNP identified by the model was S3B_501891982; the S3B_501891982 marker was 
estimated to have an effect of 1.73 millimeters squared increase for AOAE. The other significant 
markers identified in the model for AOA were on the same chromosome within a 5.6 mega-base 
pair region (Table 3). A comparison was made between the NOAE and AOAE MTA identified 
by the FarmCPU model; consistency in MTA was seen for the long arm of the 3B chromosome 
between NOAE and AOAE. (Figure 8). 
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Marker Trait Associations: Area of Spike 
 Due to the significant effect of the awn presence on APS, adjusted means of lines were 
filtered based on being awned in both replications and a GWAS of APS was conducted in three 
ways: all lines simultaneously (n=532), only awned lines (n=374), and only awnless lines 
(n=143).  For an MLM GWAS of all lines simultaneously for APS, 21 significant (p<0.0001) 
MTA were identified for APS; of the 21 MTA identified, 18 MTA were found on the long arm 
of the 5A chromosome in a 12.5 mega-base-pair region (Table 4). The most significant MTA, 
S5A_698528417, had a likelihood of odds (LOD) score equivalent to 26, making it a highly 
significant marker (p<0.00001); the effect of S5A_698528417 was estimated to increase the APS 
by 174.352 meters squared. S5A_698528417 accounted for 47.33 percent of the total variation in 
APS. The FarmCPU model GWAS identified two significant (p<0.0001) MTA (Table 5). The 
most significant MTA, S6A_558920917, was estimated to decrease the APS by 97.7 millimeters 
squared. the second most significant MTA for APS, S1A_302785113, was estimated to increase 
APS by 64.45 millimeters squared (Figure 9). 
 For the awned only analysis, the MLM GWAS found one significant (p<0.0001) MTA. 
The MTA, S2B_476719458, was identified on chromosome 2B at 476,719,458 base pairs and 
was estimated to cause an increase of 88.18 millimeters squared for APS (G/T, Effect=88.17952, 
MAF=0.203209, P=0.0000837). The FarmCPU model GWAS found one significant (p<0.0001) 
MTA (Figure 10). The MTA, S5A_433782314, was identified on chromosome 5A at 
433,782,314 base pairs and was estimated to cause an increase of 62.37 millimeters squared for 
APS (A/G, Effect=62.37346, MAF=0.143048, p=0.000063). 
 For the awnless only analysis, the MLM GWAS identified four significant (p<0.0001) 
MTA (Figure 11). The first most significant MTA, S1A_572269503, was estimated to increase 
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APS by 104.78 millimeter squared. The three other significant markers were found on the long 
arm of the 3A chromosome in a 15.9 mega-base-pair region and were all related to increased 
APS (Table 6). The FarmCPU model GWAS of only awnless varieties found seven significant 
MTA for APS (Table 7). A comparison among all MLM and FarmCPU GWAS on all subsets of 
the HGAWN population found no consistency in MTA between all analyses. 
DISCUSSION 
 Hybrid wheat promises much in the way of breaking yield barriers, and research on the 
subject is vital. Breeding to produce male lines that exhibit high levels of anther extrusion is a 
crucial step the wheat breeding community must take to begin effective hybrid wheat breeding. 
While anther extrusion is estimated to have a high heritability, phenotyping for anther extrusion 
can be time consuming and subject to human error. This study’s objective was to provide a 
medium-throughput alternative for counting anthers extruded, that took the examiner out of the 
field, and lowered the influence of bias while providing MTA information for use in MAS of 
male hybrid parental lines.  
Anthers and Marker-trait Association Found  
 In this study, the number of anthers and area of anthers extruded were significant relative 
to the variety, and the area of the anthers and the number of anthers showed a strong relationship. 
This study shows evidence that suggest the area of anthers detected through image analysis may 
be able to stand in for traditional methods where anthers are counted on heads in fields (Boeven, 
et al., 2016). Some off-targeting of debris was observed in the image analysis; therefore, the 
variation in number of anthers extruded explained by area of anthers extruded may be increased 
if cleanliness of the sample area is maintained. The sampling method used to rake the extruded 
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anthers onto the sampling area may have been too harsh; many of the anthers were deformed in 
the process. Perhaps the area of anthers extruded to number of anthers extruded regression may 
be improved by finding a gentler method of anther removal. 
 Marker-trait associations found in the FarmCPU model GWAS for number of anthers and 
area of anthers extruded were consistent on the long arm of chromosome 3B; all four MTA 
identified on 3B were uniform between the test. These MTA found on chromosome 3B are also 
consistent with a previous study which showed MTA on the 3B chromosome for anther extrusion 
around 57 centimorgans in spring wheat (Boeven, et al., 2016). When referenced to the RefSeq 
v1.0 wheat reference genome, one of the markers identified by the FarmCPU model GWAS for 
AOAE and NOAE, S3B_498727561, was located within a high confidence gene with 30 
predicted functions (Appels, et al., 2018). Marker-trait association found by the MLM GWAS 
for number of anthers extruded were also consistent with MTA found on 6B and 7A 
chromosomes in spring and winter wheat (Boeven, et al., 2016). This study suggest that the area 
of anthers extruded may be a sufficient stand in for number of anthers extruded. However, it 
seems that some MTA disappear for AOAE, which may be indicative of sampling limitations for 
AOAE. Further research is required to validate imaging as a method of sampling in lieu of 
counting anthers on heads in the field. 
Spikes and Marker-trait Association Found  
 Area per spike was found to be significant for variety effect in all linear models, 
suggesting there is adequate variation in the area detected by image analysis. However, the APS 
could not act as a reliable stand-in for SPS, SL, and SWI due to the low correlation between the 
APS and the aforementioned traits. Furthermore, the presence or absence of awns impacted the 
area of the spike, and this led to a poor relationship between the theoretical area (length of the 
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spike excluding awns multiplied by the width) and the area detected by image analysis. When 
lines were separated based on the presence or absence of awns, the relationship between AAPS 
and APS significantly improved, and the coefficient of determination was higher for awnless 
varieties; suggesting that awns confound the APS measurement. However, due to the sample size 
of the awnless varieties subset, this could be due to type II error. Therefore, larger replicated 
studies must be done to confirm these findings. Perhaps a better use of this imaging method may 
be to not measure the total area of the spike, but to subtract the approximate area of the spike 
from the detected area in awned varieties to see the effect of awn area on yield in comparison to 
awn length.  
 Awn presence also confounded the MTA found for APS in the HGAWN population. 
When adjusted means were used to run an MLM GWAS on APS, a large effect MTA 
(S5A_698528417) with an extremely low p-value (p=6.28E-27) was found on chromosome 5A; 
this SNP lies in linkage with the B1 awn locus and is exactly the same marker as one linked to a 
possible candidate gene for awn suppression, which further confirms the confoundment of the 
analysis by awn presence  (DeWitt, et al., 2019). When a FarmCPU model GWAS was 
conducted with all lines included, the large peak containing the highly significant SNP 
(S5A_698528417) disappeared, including all of the MTA on 5A; indicating that FarmCPU was 
indeed controlling for the false positive produced by awns. When referenced to the International 
Wheat Genome Sequencing Consortium (IWGSC) RefSeq v1.0 genome, one of the MTA 
identified by the FarmCPU GWAS of all lines (S1A_302785113) was found to lie in a 
transposable element while the other (S6A_558920917) was identified in a high confidence gene 
with the predicted functions of cellular metabolic process and development (Appels, et al., 
2018). However, no consistent MTA were found between all GWAS performed. More years of 
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consistent replicated data in multiple locations must be used to validate these MTA and 
investigate the effectiveness of imaging spikes.  
CONCLUSION 
 Humanity stands at a pivotal time in history where the global agricultural output may not 
meet demands. With loss of arable land and limited resources, it is vital that every method 
available is utilized to surmount these challenges. Hybrid wheat breeding may be the key to 
meeting global demand and requires further research. High anther extruding lines may provide a 
solid base for male lines in gametic pools. By understanding the genetic factors that contribute to 
anther extrusion and incorporating them into gametic pools, the true potential of hybrid wheat 
may be further investigated.  
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TABLES  
Table 1. Significant marker trait associations identified by a mixed linear model genome wide 
association study for number of anthers extruded.  
Trait SNP§ Chromosome Position (bp) ‡ Allele MAF† P-Value Effect 
NOAE¶ 
S6B_692015932 6B 692015932 T/C 0.1254355 7.70E-05 -9.78039849 
S6B_692011663 6B 692011663 C/T 0.1236934 7.82E-05 9.8323061 
S7A_645028945 7A 645028945 A/G 0.1533101 8.38E-05 -9.61011583 
S4A_712786789 4A 712786789 G/C 0.2160279 9.21E-05 7.40474411 
† MAF=minor allele frequency 
‡ bp=base pairs 
§ SNP=single-nucleotide polymorphism 
¶ NOAE=number of anthers extruded 
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Table 2. Significant marker trait associations identified by a FarmCPU model genome wide 
association study for number of anthers extruded. 
Trait SNP§ Chromosome Position (bp) ‡ Allele MAF† P-Value Effect 
NOAE¶ 
S4A_742914768 4A 7.43E+08 G/C 0.198606 9.67E-06 -8.50349 
S3B_501653695 3B 5.02E+08 T/G 0.067944 4.00E-05 12.23401 
S3B_501891982 3B 5.02E+08 G/C 0.06446 4.72E-05 12.22971 
S4D_136959185 4D 1.37E+08 A/T 0.090592 7.91E-05 -10.8156 
S3B_504358812 3B 5.04E+08 A/G 0.055749 7.99E-05 -12.6465 
S3B_498727561 3B 4.99E+08 T/G 0.069686 9.51E-05 11.48502 
† MAF=minor allele frequency 
‡ bp=base pairs 
§ SNP=single-nucleotide polymorphism 
¶ NOAE=number of anthers extruded 
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Table 3. Significant marker trait associations identified by a FarmCPU model genome wide 
association study for area of anthers extruded. 
Trait SNP§ Chromosome Position (bp) ‡ Allele MAF† P-Value Effect 
AOAE (mm2) ¶ 
S3B_501891982 3B 501891982 G/C 0.06446 3.07E-05 1.730194 
S3B_501653695 3B 501653695 T/G 0.067944 4.05E-05 1.689594 
S3B_504358812 3B 504358812 A/G 0.055749 9.43E-05 -1.7307 
S3B_498727561 3B 498727561 T/G 0.069686 9.63E-05 1.586087 
† MAF=minor allele frequency 
‡ bp=base pairs 
§ SNP=single-nucleotide polymorphism 
¶ AOAE=area of anthers extruded 
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Table 4. Significant marker trait associations identified by a mixed linear model genome wide 
association study for area per spike in the total HGAWN population.  
Trait SNP§ Chromosome Position (bp) ‡ Allele MAF† P-Value Effect 
APS (mm2) ¶ 
S5A_698528417 5A 698528417 T/C 0.332689 6.28E-27 174.352 
S5A_699803948 5A 699803948 G/A 0.338491 1.63E-07 -77.1621 
S5A_705376300 5A 705376300 T/G 0.072534 4.47E-07 115.0348 
S5A_705289180 5A 705289180 G/A 0.0706 5.62E-07 114.8302 
S5A_705289183 5A 705289183 G/A 0.0706 5.62E-07 114.8302 
S5A_705365208 5A 705365208 G/A 0.071567 5.76E-07 114.5462 
S5A_698225912 5A 698225912 T/G 0.223404 2.34E-06 74.27632 
S5A_698127281 5A 698127281 T/C 0.249516 3.02E-06 71.73233 
S5A_698320453 5A 698320453 C/T 0.226306 3.09E-06 -73.1724 
S5A_706574241 5A 706574241 C/T 0.43617 3.12E-06 67.84643 
S5A_698003176 5A 698003176 T/G 0.243714 4.02E-06 71.68027 
S2A_706390823 2A 706390823 A/C 0.380077 4.44E-06 -57.9226 
S5A_706673002 5A 706673002 T/A 0.268859 5.07E-06 64.31707 
S5A_706574296 5A 706574296 G/T 0.43617 6.90E-06 64.12339 
S5A_705900281 5A 705900281 G/A 0.260155 8.41E-06 -71.1949 
S5A_705900254 5A 705900254 A/G 0.260155 8.41E-06 71.19494 
S5A_706065949 5A 706065949 C/T 0.252418 1.48E-05 -63.1275 
S5A_706488790 5A 706488790 C/A 0.44294 1.53E-05 -61.533 
S5A_699777388 5A 699777388 G/A 0.332689 2.43E-05 -60.955 
S4B_665569057 4B 665569057 G/A 0.065764 2.85E-05 105.8585 
S5A_694217254 5A 694217254 G/C 0.338491 5.74E-05 56.53557 
† MAF=minor allele frequency 
‡ bp=base pairs 
§ SNP=single-nucleotide polymorphism 
¶ APS=area per spike 
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Table 5. Significant marker trait associations identified by a FarmCPU model genome wide 
association study for area per spike in the total HGAWN population. 
Trait SNP§ Chromosome Position (bp) ‡ Allele MAF† P-Value Effect 
APS (mm2) ¶ 
S6A_558920917 6A 558920917 C/A 0.10058 3.12E-05 -97.6957 
S1A_302785113 1A 302785113 C/T 0.303675 9.24E-05 64.45252 
† MAF=minor allele frequency 
‡ bp=base pairs 
§ SNP=single-nucleotide polymorphism 
¶ APS=area per spike 
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Table 6. Significant marker trait associations identified by a FarmCPU model genome wide 
association study for area per spike in the awnless portion of the HGAWN population. 
Trait SNP§ Chromosome Position (bp) ‡ Allele MAF† P-Value Effect 
APS (mm2) ¶ 
S1A_572269503 1A 572269503 C/T 0.048951 9.86E-06 104.783 
S3A_557087505 3A 557087505 C/T 0.195804 1.04E-05 53.2425 
S3A_556367956 3A 556367956 A/C 0.202797 7.31E-05 48.81217 
S3A_556367957 3A 556367957 A/C 0.202797 7.31E-05 48.81217 
† MAF=minor allele frequency 
‡ bp=base pairs 
§ SNP=single-nucleotide polymorphism 
¶ APS=area per spike 
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Table 7. Significant marker trait associations identified by a FarmCPU genome wide association 
study for area per spike in the awnless portion of the HGAWN population. 
APS (mm2) 
S7A_24775535 7A 2.50E+07 C/T 0.12 2.08E-05 52.09 
S7A_30065640 7A 3.00E+07 A/G 0.14 3.45E-05 45.41 
S7A_29489532 7A 2.90E+07 A/G 0.12 5.03E-05 47.84 
S7A_26240599 7A 2.60E+07 G/A 0.13 6.61E-05 -46.55 
S7A_29331072 7A 2.90E+07 C/T 0.12 8.21E-05 47.57 
S6B_36226719 6B 3.60E+07 C/G 0.06 9.36E-05 68.85 
S6B_36226718 6B 3.60E+07 C/A 0.06 9.36E-05 -68.85 
† MAF=minor allele frequency 
‡ bp=base pairs 
§ SNP=single-nucleotide polymorphism 
¶ APS=area per spike 
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FIGURES 
 
Figure 1: The imaging device used to sample area of anthers extruded and an example picture of 
the ImageJ analysis conducted for area of anthers showing the (A) original picture, (B) area 
sampled by ImageJ, and (C) overlay of the area sampled by ImageJ and the original picture. 
Original picture taken using a Samsung® S9+ phone with a 12-mega pixel camera, a focal length 
of 4 millimeters, a F-stop of f/1.5, a shutter speed of 1/125 seconds, at an ISO of 50, with a white 
balance between 2000-3000 kelvin. The area of pixels sampled was reported in millimeters 
squared.  
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Figure 2: The imaging device used to sample area per spike and an example picture of the 
ImageJ analysis conducted for area per spike showing the (A) original picture, (B) area sampled 
by ImageJ, and (C) overlay of the area sampled by ImageJ and the original picture. Original 
picture taken on a Canon® Powershot G1 X Mark II camera at 20.1 megapixels and a focal 
length of 9 millimeters, a F-stop of f/4.0, and a shutter speed of 1/60 seconds at an ISO of 200 
with a white balance of 3000 kelvin. The area of pixels sampled was reported in millimeters 
squared. 
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Figure 3: A linear regression between the least significant means of the number of anthers 
extruded on the y axis and the area of anthers extruded in millimeters squared on the x axis. 
Displayed is the equation of the lien and coefficient of determination (R2).  
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Figure 4. A regression of area of spike against (A) spikelets per spike, (B) spike length, (C) 
spike width, and (D) approximate spike area. All graphs have been separated into two 
subcategories of awned varieties and awnless varieties. The x-axis is the area of spike in 
millimeters squared and the y-axis is the trait of interest. Displayed within each graph is the 
equation of the line and coefficient of determination (R2). 
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Figure 4 (Continued). A regression of area of spike against (A) spikelets per spike, (B) spike 
length, (C) spike width, and (D) approximate spike area. All graphs have been separated into two 
subcategories of awned varieties and awnless varieties. The x-axis is the area of spike in 
millimeters squared and the y-axis is the trait of interest. Displayed within each graph is the 
equation of the line and coefficient of determination (R2). 
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Figure 4 (Continued). A regression of area of spike against (A) spikelets per spike, (B) spike 
length, (C) spike width, and (D) approximate spike area. All graphs have been separated into two 
subcategories of awned varieties and awnless varieties. The x-axis is the area of spike in 
millimeters squared and the y-axis is the trait of interest. Displayed within each graph is the 
equation of the line and coefficient of determination (R2). 
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Figure 4 (Continued). A regression of area of spike against (A) spikelets per spike, (B) spike 
length, (C) spike width, and (D) approximate spike area. All graphs have been separated into two 
subcategories of awned varieties and awnless varieties. The x-axis is the area of spike in 
millimeters squared and the y-axis is the trait of interest. Displayed within each graph is the 
equation of the line and coefficient of determination (R2). 
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Figure 5: Population component analysis of the 594 lines of the HGAWN population. Principal 
components were calculated using 31,586 single-nucleotide polymorphisms. The x-axis 
represents the first principle component (PC), the y-axis represents the third PC, and the z-axis 
represents the second PC. The color and shape of points within the graph represent the origin of a 
line. Of the lines shown:103 were produced by the University of Arkansas (AR), 105 from the 
University of Georgia (GA), 109 from Louisiana State University (LA), 104 from North Carolina 
State University (NC), 60 from Texas A&M University (TX), 41 from University of Florida 
(FL), 44 from Virginia Institute of Technology (VA), 19 from Clemson University (SC), and 9 
from private industry or the United States Department of Agriculture - Agricultural Research 
Service (USDA).  
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Figure 6: A set of Manhattan plots displaying marker-trait association identified in a mixed 
linear model (A) and FarmCPU model (B) for number of anthers extruded. The x-axis displays 
the chromosome and the y-axis displays the likelihood of odds (LOD) score. The red dashed line 
is the significance threshold set at LOD=4 or p=0.0001. All significant SNPS are labeled in red. 
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Figure 7: A set of Manhattan plots displaying marker-trait association identified in a mixed 
linear model (A) and FarmCPU model (B) for area of anthers extruded. The x-axis displays the 
chromosome and the y-axis displays the likelihood of odds (LOD) score. The red dashed line is 
the significance threshold set at LOD=4 or p=0.0001. All significant SNPS are labeled in red. 
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Figure 8: A circular Manhattan plot to compare marker trait association identified by a 
FarmCPU model between area of anthers extruded (inner circle) and number of anthers extruded 
(outer circle). Each group of color points represent single-nucleotide polymorphisms within a 
chromosome which is indicated on the outer-most label. The y-axis found due west of the center 
displays the likelihood of odds (LOD) score. The red dotted line is the significance threshold set 
at LOD=4 or p=0.0001. All significant marker-trait association are labeled in red. 
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Figure 9: A set of Manhattan plots displaying marker-trait association identified in a mixed 
linear model (A) and FarmCPU model (B) for area per spike using all lines of the HGAWN. The 
x-axis displays the chromosome and the y-axis displays the likelihood of odds (LOD) score. The 
red dashed line is the significance threshold set at LOD=4 or p=0.0001. All significant SNPS are 
labeled in red. 
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Figure 10: A set of Manhattan plots displaying marker-trait association identified in a mixed 
linear model (A) and FarmCPU model (B) for area per spike using only awned lines of the 
HGAWN. The x-axis displays the chromosome and the y-axis displays the likelihood of odds 
(LOD) score. The red dashed line is the significance threshold set at LOD=4 or p=0.0001. All 
significant SNPS are labeled in red. 
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Figure 11: A set of Manhattan plots displaying marker-trait association identified in a mixed 
linear model (A) and FarmCPU model (B) for area per spike using only awnless lines of the 
HGAWN. The x-axis displays the chromosome and the y-axis displays the likelihood of odds 
(LOD) score. The red dashed line is the significance threshold set at LOD=4 or p=0.0001. All 
significant SNPS are labeled in red. 
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APPENDEX 
Appendix A Table showing the 22 hybrids and parents of the 2018 hybrid trial 
Line Male Parent Female Parent 
17CB1-10 TX-EL2 AGS 2033 
17CB1-9 LA01110D-150241 AGS 2033 
17CB2-10 TX-EL2 AGS 2055 
17CB2-2 AGS 2024 AGS 2055 
17CB2-8 HILLIARD AGS 2055 
17CB3-10 TX-EL2 HILLIARD 
17CB3-2 AGS 2024 HILLIARD 
17CB3-8 AGS 2055 HILLIARD 
17CB4-2 AGS 2024 LA01110D-150241 
17CB4-5 LA-3200 LA01110D-150241 
17CB4-8 AGS 2055 LA01110D-150241 
17CB4-9 HILLIARD LA01110D-150241 
17CB5-10 GAJT-141-14E45 TX-EL2 
17CB5-5 LA-3200 TX-EL2 
17CB5-8 AGS 2055 TX-EL2 
17CB59 HILLIARD TX-EL2 
17CB6-10 TX-EL2 GAJT-141-14E45 
17CB6-2 AGS 2024 GAJT-141-14E45 
17CB6-4 AR010404-1 GAJT-141-14E45 
17CB6-5 LA-3200 GAJT-141-14E45 
17CB6-8 AGS 2055 GAJT-141-14E45 
17CB6-9 HILLIARD GAJT-141-14E45 
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Appendix B 594 lines of the Historic Gulf Atlantic Wheat Nursery (HGAWN) 
Variety Origin 
AR99033-5-1 AR 
AR99110-11-2 AR 
AR99093-1-1 AR 
AR99114-2-1 AR 
AR99110W-13-1 AR 
AR99138-7-1 AR 
AR99015-2-1 AR 
AR99009-3-2 AR 
AR990044-3-1 AR 
AR99015-3-3 AR 
AR98088-1-2 AR 
AR99174-5-1 AR 
AR99238-4-1 AR 
AR99039-2-1 AR 
AR98068-4-1 AR 
AR00120-11-1 AR 
AR99160-4-1B AR 
AR00196-10-1 AR 
AR99015-3-1 AR 
AR00255-16-1 AR 
AR99263-7-1 AR 
AR99016-1-2 AR 
AR00082-13-2 AR 
AR00134-3-4 AR 
AR98097-4-1 AR 
AR00036-5-1 AR 
AR00090-1-1 AR 
AR00039-5-2 AR 
AR01168-3-1 AR 
AR01205-1-1 AR 
AR00380-3-3 AR 
AR01039-4-1 AR 
AR04032-2 AR 
AR04029-4 AR 
AR04025-3 AR 
AR04016-4 AR 
AR04015-5 AR 
AR04008-5 AR 
AR04006-1 AR 
AR04002-3 AR 
AR04001-3 AR 
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AR04084-1-3 AR 
AR04119-3 AR 
ARNC09-22402 AR 
AR05074-12-1 AR 
ARGA04494-11E49 AR 
AR06017-6-2 AR 
AR06037-17-2 AR 
AR01008-12-2-C AR 
AR99095-10-2 AR 
AR99136-13-2 AR 
AR05009-12-1 AR 
AR05067-1-2 AR 
AR05067-2-2 AR 
AR05080-6-1 AR 
AR05085-1-1 AR 
AR05103-7-1 AR 
ARGE07-1380-4-2-4 AR 
AR06009-3-4 AR 
AR06012-6-3 AR 
AR06031-7-4 AR 
AR06040-8-1 AR 
AR06045-16-4 AR 
AR06061-11-1 AR 
AR06066-5-4 AR 
ARGA061147-23-6-2 AR 
ARGA06411-9-3-4 AR 
ARGA06473-9-4-4 AR 
AR07037-15-4 AR 
AR07114-3-4 AR 
AR07119-9-1 AR 
AR07122-16-1 AR 
AR07122-9-1 AR 
AR07139-11-1 AR 
ARGA051160-14LE31 AR 
ARGA071614-14E34 AR 
ARLA05009F-1-4 AR 
ARLA06146E-1-4 AR 
ARLA07019C-20-4 AR 
ARLA07053C-14-4 AR 
ARLA07084C-10-1 AR 
ARLA07133C-19-4 AR 
ARLA07133C-3-4 AR 
AR18GS0647 AR 
AR05055-1-1 AR 
AR05094-4-1 AR 
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AR06050-7-2 AR 
AR08109-17-2 AR 
AR08057-5-1 AR 
AR08087-11-1 AR 
ARLA09137UC-17-2 AR 
ARLA09137UC-2-4 AR 
ARLA09179UC-1-1 AR 
ARLA09179UC-9-3 AR 
ARLW08005D-11-4 AR 
ARLW08061D-14-2 AR 
ARLW08079D-1-1 AR 
ARLW08088D-8-2 AR 
ARLW08090D-19-1 AR 
ARLW08095D-17-1 AR 
ARLW08160D-20-1 AR 
ARLW08239D-14-2 AR 
AGS2055 AR 
FL01005-K5 FL 
FL01108C-K2 FL 
FL02154C-K3 FL 
FL99077D-E29-K4 FL 
FL02036C-K6 FL 
FL02006C-K4 FL 
FL03169D-58 FL 
FL04363E-P23 FL 
FLLA09073C-19 FL 
FLLA09154C-17 FL 
FLLA09167C-35 FL 
FLLA09180C-31 FL 
FLLA09184C-24 FL 
FLLA09298C-48 FL 
FLLA09089C-12 FL 
FLLW08145D-20 FL 
FLLW08184D-1 FL 
FLLW08219D-35 FL 
FLLA09061C-8 FL 
FLLA09189C-41 FL 
FLLW08195D-44 FL 
FLLA11038SB-4 FL 
FLLA10033C-6 FL 
FLLA10043C-4 FL 
FLLA10204C-4 FL 
FLLA10046C-3 FL 
FLLA10046C-6 FL 
FLLA10144C-3 FL 
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FLLA10183C-2 FL 
FLLA10183C-3 FL 
FLLA10196C-7 FL 
FLLA10197C-5 FL 
FLLA10204C-3 FL 
FLLA10204C-6 FL 
FLLA11116GS-3 FL 
FLLA11116GS-6 FL 
FLLA11016DH-25 FL 
FLLA11200DH-136 FL 
FLTX15D9003 FL 
FLTX15D9222 FL 
FLLA10191C-13 FL 
GA011636-2 GA 
GA00190-7A14 GA 
GA981131-7E33 GA 
GA001492-7E9 GA 
GA00138-7A6 GA 
GA001169-G1-10-6-3 GA 
GA00034-7A17 GA 
GA011264-7E13 GA 
GA001170-7E26 GA 
GA00067-8E35 GA 
GA001138-8E36 GA 
GA981394-8A37 GA 
GA02264-8LE17 GA 
GA011027-8LE24 GA 
GA011493-8E18 GA 
GA02328-8A21 GA 
GA001138-8E37 GA 
GA021282-8A2 GA 
GA011124-8LE28 GA 
AGS2060 GA 
GA02178-9E25 GA 
GA021338-9E15 GA 
GA001142-9E23 GA 
GA03564-9EE42 GA 
GA021245-9E16 GA 
GA011446-9LE35 GA 
GA02343-9LE5 GA 
GA021087-9LE33 GA 
GA021338-9E4 GA 
GA031257-10E34 GA 
GA031238-LE33 GA 
GA04570-10E46 GA 
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GA031134-10E29 GA 
GA03437-10E33 GA 
GA031215-10E42 GA 
GA03564-10E25 GA 
GA041271-10E39 GA 
GA011373-10E36 GA 
GA04510-11LE24 GA 
GA04500-11LE11 GA 
GA07270-12E15 GA 
GA071630-12LE9 GA 
GA051754-12LE13 GA 
GA051304-12E28 GA 
GA04417-12E33 GA 
GA04268-12E4 GA 
GA04244-12LE16 GA 
GA041272-12E42 GA 
GA061158-14LE11 GA 
GA07169-14LE24 GA 
GA061086-14LE23 GA 
GA06112-13EE16 GA 
GA03564-12E6 GA 
GA061082-13E24 GA 
GA051335-13E13 GA 
GA06478-13E23 GA 
GA041229-13E55 GA 
GA07353-14E19 GA 
GA071012-14E6 GA 
GA07592-14E8 GA 
GA07248-14E18 GA 
GA051207-14E53 GA 
GA07026-14LE4 GA 
GA06489-14LE8 GA 
SAVOY GA 
GA081446-EL47 GA 
GA06474-EL56 GA 
GA08510-EL9 GA 
GA081113-EL8 GA 
GA081104-EL23 GA 
GA071171-EL64ES8 GA 
GA08261-EL7 GA 
GA07144-LE16 GA 
GA06283-LE25 GA 
GA08535-LE29 GA 
GA061471-LE38 GA 
GA05450-LE41 GA 
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GA081446-15E47 GA 
GA071171-15E64 GA 
GA05450-15E52 GA 
GA081113-15E8 GA 
GA05304-12E35 GA 
GA03185-12LE29 GA 
GA06493-13LE6 GA 
GA051033-13LE14 GA 
GA061349-LE31 GA 
GA04434-13E52 GA 
GA061096-14E3 GA 
GA07192-14E9 GA 
GA071518-16E39 GA 
GA09241-16E24 GA 
GA08249-16E3 GA 
GA08070-16E21 GA 
GA09241-16E23 GA 
GA071107-16E2 GA 
GA12390-16E45 GA 
GA09129-16E55 GA 
GA09377-16LE18 GA 
GA09656-16LE19 GA 
GA091291-16LE28 GA 
GA081298-16LE1 GA 
GA09436-16LE12 GA 
GA09656-16LE21 GA 
GA091453-16LE7 GA 
GA04500-11LE11 GA 
LA01029D-139-3-C LA 
LA01139D-116 LA 
LA01138D-55 LA 
LA01110D-84-1-C LA 
LA01110D-81-1-B LA 
LA01113D-44 LA 
LA01034D-235-1-C LA 
LA01110D-150 LA 
LA01110D-251 LA 
LA01110D-181-6-B LA 
LA01110D-208-5-C LA 
LA01110D-100-6-4 LA 
LA01110C-J10 LA 
LA01164D-43-7-B LA 
LA01172D-27-5-4 LA 
LA01139D-86-6-2 LA 
LA04089D-P10 LA 
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LA01145D-123-5-C LA 
LA01069D-23-4-4 LA 
LA95135 LA 
LA02150E-35 LA 
LA01034D-42-3-C LA 
LA02007E227 LA 
LA01059D-127-3-2 LA 
LA02006E239 LA 
LA04013D-142 LA 
LA04041D-10 LA 
LA03217E2 LA 
LA03161D-P1 LA 
LA03155D-P13 LA 
LA03148E12 LA 
LA03136E71 LA 
LA03118E117 LA 
LA03012E-27 LA 
LA02024E12 LA 
LA02015E58 LA 
LA06052E-P07 LA 
LA05130D-P5 LA 
LA06036E-P04 LA 
LA05079F-P01 LA 
LA05027D-26 LA 
LA03224E-39 LA 
LA05009D-35 LA 
LA07102CW-P3 LA 
LA08096C-P10 LA 
LA08115C-30 LA 
LA09011UB-2 LA 
LANC8170-41-2 LA 
LA08218C-57 LA 
LA09225C-33 LA 
LA09264C-P2 LA 
LA09264C-P5 LA 
LA01005D-2-2-C LA 
LA01035D-207-3-B LA 
LA01139D-56-7-3 LA 
LA01140D-163 LA 
LA07128C-91 LA 
LA05145D-118 LA 
LA07178C-44 LA 
LA07599E-21 LA 
LA08221C-23 LA 
LA05145D-16 LA 
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LA05145D-17 LA 
LA05145D-5 LA 
LA05145D-66 LA 
LA06149C-P7 LA 
LA05038F-P1 LA 
LA07085CW-P4 LA 
LA08155C-67 LA 
LA08240C-23 LA 
LA09048C-P7 LA 
LA09050C-P2 LA 
LA09056C-P10 LA 
LA09122UB-43 LA 
LA09263C-P2 LA 
LA08090C-26-3 LA 
LA9050C-P4 LA 
LA08234D-18 LA 
LA09179C-5 LA 
LA09202C-34 LA 
LA06069E-P01 LA 
LA06146E-P4 LA 
LA08265C-50 LA 
LA18GS0116 LA 
LA12275DH-128 LA 
LA12275DH-122 LA 
LA12080DH-74 LA 
LA09225C-33-3 LA 
LA09050C-P4 LA 
LA09225C-33-1 LA 
LA07040D-P01 LA 
LA06020E-P16 LA 
LA05032D-136 LA 
LA08095C-37 LA 
LA08080C-31-1 LA 
LA09061C-8-4 LA 
LA09143C-39-3 LA 
LA09304C-43-1 LA 
LA10043C-58 LA 
LA10043C-92 LA 
LA10046C-22 LA 
LA10081C-18 LA 
LA10191C-1 LA 
LA11016DH-18 LA 
LA11082SB-11 LA 
LA11082SB-2 LA 
LA12275DH-24 LA 
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LA13235DH-40 LA 
LW08195C-47-2 LA 
NC05-22975 NC 
NC05-24112 NC 
NC05-21937 NC 
NC04-22866 NC 
NC05-21642 NC 
NC05-20276 NC 
NC06-21245 NC 
NC05-19896 NC 
NC06-20288 NC 
NC05-20671 NC 
NC06-20244 NC 
NC06-22379 NC 
NC06-19556 NC 
NC06-20401 NC 
NC05-22804 NC 
NC06-20359 NC 
NC07-22432 NC 
NC07-24337 NC 
NC07-22517 NC 
NC07-21172 NC 
NC07-23880 NC 
NC07-21020 NC 
NC07-24445 NC 
NC07-20850 NC 
NC07-25169 NC 
NC08-23323 NC 
NC08-23383 NC 
NC08-23324 NC 
NC09-20765 NC 
NC08-140(BDV2) NC 
NC8170-4-3 NC 
NC10-25196 NC 
NC10-23730 NC 
NC10-23720 NC 
NC10-23663 NC 
NC10-23407 NC 
NC10-22642 NC 
NC10-22614 NC 
NC10-22592 NC 
NC09-20036 NC 
NC09-21916 NC 
NC09-20986(FHB1) NC 
NC09-22368 NC 
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NC10-24889 NC 
NC8932-12 NC 
NC11-23084 NC 
NC13-20539 NC 
NC13-20332 NC 
NC13-22649 NC 
NC13-20278 NC 
NC13-23443 NC 
NC9485-14 NC 
NC11-23321 NC 
NC11-22715 NC 
NC11-21307 NC 
NC8401-5 NC 
NC11-22385 NC 
NC11-20369 NC 
NC11-21447 NC 
NC8248-1 NC 
NC12-21164 NC 
NC12-22686 NC 
NC12-20785 NC 
NC10080-122 NC 
NC12-20835 NC 
NC10034-11 NC 
NC12-21224 NC 
NC12-20850 NC 
NC12-21568 NC 
NC12-23573 NC 
NC13-20076 NC 
NC13-22836 NC 
NC10014-9B NC 
NC13-20227 NC 
NC10034-86 NC 
NC13-21217 NC 
NC13-21445 NC 
NC11-22289 NC 
NC9305-7 NC 
NC13-23449 NC 
NC18GS0385 NC 
NC11-21982 NC 
NC11-20553 NC 
ARS12-105 NC 
NC10034-26 NC 
NC10034-50 NC 
NC10034-47 NC 
NC14-20658 NC 
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NC14-20373 NC 
NC11363-77 NC 
NC14-23372 NC 
NC11-21899 NC 
NC14-22759 NC 
NC14-23202 NC 
NC14-20341 NC 
NC14-23373 NC 
NC14-21028 NC 
NC14-22368 NC 
NC11359-25 NC 
NC11360-42 NC 
NC14-21601 NC 
NC9337-69 NC 
NC14-20369 NC 
NC14-20985 NC 
SCW990022A1 SC 
SCW990013D1 SC 
SCW990002K1 SC 
SCAR99143A1 SC 
SCTX98-17A1 SC 
SCAR99050B1 SC 
SCAR99175B1 SC 
SCAR99180A1 SC 
SCAR99103N1 SC 
SCAR99080E1 SC 
SCTX98-5B1 SC 
SCTX98-56G1 SC 
SCTX98-27A1 SC 
SCTX98-20-J10 SC 
SCLA99049D-E1-J1 SC 
SCLA1102G1 SC 
SCLA1084A1 SC 
SCLA1030J1 SC 
SCLA01111C-J7 SC 
TXGA06343-17-3-5-EL2 TX 
TXGA051407-2-15-6-EL61 TX 
TX13D5137 TX 
TX13D5237 TX 
TX12D4603 TX 
TX12D4700 TX 
TX12D4733 TX 
TX12D4741 TX 
TX12D4788 TX 
TX12D4845 TX 
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TX12D4858 TX 
TX12D4860 TX 
TX12D4896 TX 
TX12D4927 TX 
TX12D4930 TX 
TX13D5026 TX 
TX13D5129 TX 
TX13D5157 TX 
TX13D5191 TX 
TX13D5193 TX 
TX13D5245 TX 
TX13D5252 TX 
TX13D5259 TX 
TX13D5261 TX 
TX14D8130 TX 
TX14D8142 TX 
TX14D8160 TX 
TX14D8237 TX 
TX14D8282 TX 
TX14D8283 TX 
TX14D8306 TX 
TX14D8331 TX 
TX14D8337 TX 
TX14D8343 TX 
TX14D8409 TX 
TX14D8440 TX 
TX14D8444 TX 
TX14D8488 TX 
TX12D4625 TX 
TX12D4898 TX 
TX12D4791 TX 
TX13D5169 TX 
TX13D5217 TX 
TX13D5234 TX 
TX15D9252 TX 
TX15D9300 TX 
TX15D9324 TX 
TX15D9377 TX 
TX15D9385 TX 
TX15D9424 TX 
TX15D9527 TX 
TX15D9555 TX 
TX15D9570 TX 
TX15D9579 TX 
TX15D9581 TX 
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TX15D9597 TX 
TX15D9607 TX 
TX15D9608 TX 
TX15D9647 TX 
AGS3000 TX 
USG3120 USDA 
USG3555 USDA 
ARS14W0364 USDA 
ARS14W0519 USDA 
ARS14W0699 USDA 
ARS14W0778 USDA 
ARS14W0857 USDA 
SS8641 USDA 
DH11SRW070-14 VA 
SHIRLEY VA 
VA12W-54 VA 
VA11W-313 VA 
VA12W-72 VA 
VA12W-26 VA 
VA12W-102 VA 
VA12W-150 VA 
VA11MAS-7520-2-3-255 VA 
VA08MAS1-188-6-4 VA 
VA14W-29 VA 
VA07MAS3-7304-3-1-2-3 VA 
VA09MAS1-12-8-4 VA 
VA09MAS6-122-7-1 VA 
VA09MAS7-61-2-1 VA 
VA14FHB-28 VA 
VA11W-301 VA 
VA09W-46 VA 
VA09W-52 VA 
VA09W-67 VA 
VA09W-73 VA 
VA08W-630 VA 
VA08W-632 VA 
VA09W-656 VA 
VA09W-110 VA 
VA09W-45 VA 
VA10W-96 VA 
VA10W-112 VA 
VA11W-106 VA 
VA11W-195 VA 
VA11W-230 VA 
VA11W-278 VA 
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JAMESTOWN VA 
HILLIARD VA 
VA14W-32 VA 
VA15W-94 VA 
VA07MAS1-7047-1-1-4-2 VA 
VA09MAS2-131-6-2 VA 
VA09MAS2-131-6-2-4 VA 
VA09MAS6-122-7-1-1 VA 
VA09MAS6-122-7-1-4 VA 
DH11SRW061-16 VA 
DH11SRW065-26 VA 
DH12SRW056-058 VA 
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Appendix C 50 lines sampled for spikelets per spike and spike length from the HGAWN. 
Variety Origin 
AR01008-12-2-C AR 
AR06045-16-4 AR 
AR00120-11-1 AR 
ARLA09137UC-17-2 AR 
AR04029-4 AR 
AR06066-5-4 AR 
ARLA06146E-1-4 AR 
AR08087-11-1 AR 
AR08109-17-2 AR 
AR99160-4-1B AR 
GA021087-9LE33 GA 
GA03564-9EE42 GA 
GA061082-13E24 GA 
GA05304-12E35 GA 
GA081446-15E47 GA 
GA03437-10E33 GA 
GA08261-EL7 GA 
GA04570-10E46 GA 
GA06474-EL56 GA 
GA061096-14E3 GA 
LA01145D-123-5-C LA 
LA01110D-150 LA 
LA09050C-P4 LA 
LA01140D-163 LA 
LA09048C-P7 LA 
LA01139D-86-6-2 LA 
LA08265C-50 LA 
LA04089D-P10 LA 
LA07102CW-P3 LA 
LA01110D-181-6-B LA 
NC06-19556 NC 
NC08-23324 NC 
NC14-21028 NC 
NC06-20359 NC 
NC12-22686 NC 
NC12-21164 NC 
NC14-20373 NC 
NC13-21445 NC 
NC10034-26 NC 
NC11-23084 NC 
TX14D8488 TX 
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TX15D9647 TX 
TX12D4898 TX 
TX15D9608 TX 
TX12D4930 TX 
TX14D8331 TX 
TX15D9424 TX 
TX13D5026 TX 
TX13D5157 TX 
TX13D5234 TX 
 
 
